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A wave that slides to
clasp a wave,
On mine your being flows:
Tlie pang you took, the peace von gave.
Alust wed in such repose.
bo, love, your eves alone shall tell
What else were unconfessed:
And, if too fondly mine compel,
oh, hide them on your breast!
j Bayard Taylor's “The Prophet.”

Mignonne.
| from Peterson's Journal for December ;
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milk is "set" in double tin pans, ol about
the barn in strong 21
square feet surlaee each, so arranged
u:d, watered and that water ol any desired temperature can
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pasture,

different points, and he attempts
to supervise the whole.
He is vet young
and vigorous, but he should be warned by
the experience of many others to husband
his vitality for coming age.
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meeting of the American Institute Farmers’Club, a letter from A. P.
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Had Philip Yanderventer been equai to
the mental effort, he would have wondered
at his own readiness; but he wasn't.
It
did strike him as a little odd, when lie beHinds, Patchogue. Long Island, was
gan bis task, that he should have offered
as iollow s:
his assistance; but the sensation of
being
‘■I write at this time for the purpose of useful
was something novel; but it pleased
a
false
that
it needs him for the time
correcting
impression
And
it
besides,
being.
capital to make trout culture profitable. was such a very pretty little girl who lean!
1 find that nearly all pisciculturists give over
him, hindering him in the most unthe advice to new beginners. Unless you conscious and
charming manner.
have capital keep out of the business.
a let it
wrong
again as quickly as possiThis is all wrong. To be sure, it looks I
ble,’’ he said, when the victory was won
nice to visitors to see tilings on a grand over the obstinate
figures, ":uid then apscale, and fortunes have been spent in
ply to me. ! feel quite refreshed by
getting up showy places, especially by exertions. Don't thank me, 1 beg ot my
you';
those with no experience iu the business. I consider it
a privilege."
And then he
But I am going to give an illustration to
began languidly to coax on his gloves,
prove my position, and my deduction is,
-J shall
covertly at Mignonne.
what one man has done others can do, looking
come in often, if I may, Chandran." he
do
it
in
the
same
provided they
exactly
said; “it's dull in town now, and J am
way, l.ike causes produce like effects in bored to death.” And so iie
departed.
all cases. Four years ago Mr. Michael
It was odd how that child’s lace haunted
Gregory, of Canaan, a village two miles him; the great, wide-open, dark
eyes. |
north of Patchogue (Post Office address.
with their long, straight lashes; the clear,
Patchogue, Long Island.) leased about babyish complexion : the delicate, sensi- j
one-hall' acre ot swamp land. He dug tive
mouth ; and the long, heavy braids of
his canals and went to work with nothing
red hair. “Such a pretty, pretty
golden
but his hands. Since then lit1 has married
he said, hall-uneonsciouslv. “Such
and bought five acres of wild land. He girl!"
a
pretty little child !'
has built a nice house, and this week
The next day he was at Chandran’s
moved liis trout. It took him two days, studio
again, and the next.’and so on. He
with two one-horse teams. He made tour had
become greatly interested in
suddenly
a
two
barrels
each
trips day, using
pork
art; and -Jack (.’handran was the very man
sixteen
loads, thirty-two to give him ideas on the
trip, making
subject—so be
barrels, containing 12,000 trout, valued*at said-—and
alter day found him at the
day
He
had
two
miles
to
and
SI,000.
move,
and he and
were
Trout
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An uncommon

Jack, stepping back a few paces, with his
head held critically on one side, to observe
the effect of the last few touches.
"Only
a little
girl, you know ; but an uncommonone.
nice
There
she
is
now—in
some
ly
muddle over the accounts, I suppose
We
hav e oceans of tun out of our housekeepand
old
Bookie does the work."
ing,
poor
And then the door swung back forcibly,
and a young girl, plentifully adorned wiih
blotches oi ink in every direction, made
her appearance.
"O Jack!
she cried, "I've been bothering over this tiling all the morning, and it
won't come out right, Can't you help me ?”
And then she slopped short, for she saw
that Jack was not alone.
"Never mind, girlie.” said Jack, seeing
her distressed face.
"This is Mr. Vanderventer—my .ittle sister, sir. Too bad about
the accounts: but I've no head for liguros,

u.

.•

Oh. that's my small sister,

isn't it?” and Jack Chandran glanced at
the rough -ketch which his visitor had unearthed from an old sketch-book, and then
turned back to his work.
‘Aour sister?'’
Philip Vanderventer
looked at the bit of paper a little more intently. "Not much like you, Chandran.
What a pretty babyish look there is about
it.”
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tile last, until 1
pounds of butter per day, and selling
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highest prices. His diart
if
o in,
uwlsituated,
house looks externally like the neatest
that hi- e.r. uiustances are model of a
village schoolhouse; internal \
lane'
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g ,q early lambs,
it is dark and cooi, and as neat as scrubIn a
a
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meat.s make the best
Some of the
ing-brush can make it.
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Love Song

Lot words Ik; faint, and song refuse
To frame the speech divine:
Look on me, love, and all thev lose
\ our (’yes shall sing to mine!
I a>k 110 voice tu breathe
my Mi"-,
Or bid its answer come;
I'or lips are silent when they ki-s.
And meeting hearts are dumb.
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Roadside

Maine an advocati'al >1 roadside fences against
rei
ng ami tillage lands as their only

g
mow
use

Fences.
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cause

the snows of winter to

flock the

roads, and enable fields to be
in- la:
which almost always
j'.- .ii'
do-*.- the arm*
more harm than good.
If
r
'-■ere we.
icnces by the road, the fields
might oe cultivated up to the line of
teeping down unsightly
"ubb.a
,:i l
,.\i us weeds. The slight
uiees to keep away maidvaniago
itne at i.lght is a small item
rauding
stopped
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studio,
soon
Mignonne
at my place to replenish, so X had
excellent friends.
good opportunity to interview him on
“A very pretty little girl,
tie naci called \
the subject. I asked him how many dolher, and this conviction grew stronger on
lars’ worth a year he had sold,
lie said him
daily. “A very, very pretty little
about $1,000, but remarked that, in order
tanner- and villagers, who keep up their
girl.” sin; was indeed.
fence- ieavt -he gates oi their front en- to buy his land and build, lie had kept Ids
'■She'll make more than one heart ache
nui cs open at
and night, because it is stock down. lie said that lie looked out
by and by." he thought, as he sat in the
much trouble t. -top and open and for a big stock within the next four years. little
sitting-room one day (he was admita <t
them every time a team passes There you have a young mau, of no past ted “behind the scenes”
now; Jack had
nrough, and many others never get time experience in rising trout, making $2,000 ‘■taken a fancy” to him, and showed it
a year.
Si the posts are set, but
To be sure, lie had no system to most
to mild gate,-.
emphatically), looking at her as she
he gate.wanting. We believe a few his work for the eye. His principle is knelt before tiie small gi ate trying to coax
suggestions irom the press are all that is simp!)’ that they shall have plenty oi fresh the lire into cheeriness. “Chandran will
-■-ted y awaken thought upon this snb- water and feed, and he says thee grow have his hands
full; and I don't envy him.”
:
when a great iiange will take place just as well as though he iiad expended
And then Mignonne, sitting down all in
at- customs of the people.
$0,000 or $0,000 in their culture.''
a heap on the dingy
hearth-rug, turned
We liar ;u mind two elegant residences,
around upon him. "What are you thinkThe Shaker way with Calves,
deb built, in the town of Franklin,
ing of. that you look so cross?” she said.
■M:is». 'TI)i-> stand well up from the street,
It must be something dreadful.''
We take the calves from the cows when
cd several rods back from it
Curbing six days old. and feed them on two
“Only ol you, little girl,” he answered,
quarts
■tones of hammered granite, some sixteen
down at her. “Nothing so droadsmiling
it
new milk three times a day until they
t
nr re mehes above ground,
twenty
ire four weeks old.
The fifth week we ful after all, is it?-’

■■•ompared with the cost of building and
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ot the- highway, and also
.order to the driveways loading
irom tl
-tre-et to the stable anil different
oorlioi
the grounds.
Heavy posts at
the ends of thr curbing and at the eniv- it a finished appearance,
trances.
flic grounds luicc been seeded to several
est lawrn grasses, which
u' iti'es
have held * oeautilui green all the summer
eng. and thus far no prison-like iron or
wou.it::. teiiee has been built to obstruct
the charming \ v.v from the street, and if
tin owner- could realize that they have
already the most charming and picturesque
••front-yards," t be found in the Mate,
diet would i ■■ ibably allow them to remain
a- tiny, arc
tar a- street fences are concerned.
Our own iarm has been fully exposed to
-iTvo
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the

highway, all

sustaining
lumage fr. m
t

leighbi

tail\
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a

the

season

past, and with-

single penny's
stray

worth of

animals, although

ha ve
several weeks

We

been driven

during

by

the time.

cattle inder the care ot a keepbe driven iver unlenced streets
er, may
with very little risk, while
hungry or uuttiended animals should never be allowed
ut large at all : nor would
they be, ifroad■idc fenc“- were dispensed with. [N. E.
Farmer.
A Homf-Madi Butsii.
By and by the
("i slaughtering hogs will arrive,
uni a great mam brustles will be thrown
away and wasted. The following plan of
utilizing them is floating about in our exiianges witnout credit:
i ak<piece of strong wood, and shape
hke a brush handle, and split it at the
nick end with a fine saw.
Place the
risties with their butt ends in the
split on
ih sides.
Tie the end ol the split stick
th waxed twine, and fasten it.
Then
luc

dow n the bristles, and wrap them
waxed twine firmly and smoothly,
malting a brush tliai will answer all the
,i a
pm chased paint brush upon the
lanu or arouii' the liouse.
11 n

with

On, of the nu st sucressful fruit growers
Middlesex county, tells us ot m apple
n his arm which lor many years
produced but a very scanty crop ot

Two years ago he dicry poor apples
cted his sons to pile npa load ot manure
about its trunk.
This was done in the
iturnn, and in the succeding spring the
dressing was spread under the tree. This
ear

the

tree

furnished

an

abundant crop

of the very fairest and largest apples, and
duct was sold for £;U The farmer
tin pi
who has not learned that it pays to manure fruit trees, said our informant, has
not acquired the rudiments of a horticul-

tural education.

[Lowell

Courier.

An apple tree growing upon the farm of
lion. Ruins Prince at Turner, Me., was
girdled by mice some years since, and two
suckers” which came out below ttie injured place were grafted into the body of
tiie tree above the girdled place. The
tree continued to thrive, receiving its
nourishment through ttie two slender
shoots which have grown into supporting
size, while the gridled section of the tree
which they supplanted, is going to decay.

The paper flour barrels made in Iowa
much better than wooden ones, that
it is predicted no other kind will be used
five years hence.

are so

“And what of me?” The childish persistence was very charming. "What have
1 done?”
"Nothing as yet. It’s what you will do,
of which I was thinking—when you are a
grown young lady— when you begin to
think ot leaving Jack.”
"I shall never leave Jack!” the
pretty
they are fed on porridge prepared us follows ; Half a pint of oatmeal, one gill of hand—pretty although it was darkened
cracked wheat: boiled one hour in six here and there in the argument with the
tire—came down forcibly on the floor bequarts of water; in cool weather a day's side her,
“Never, Mr. Yanderventer!'’
allowance may be cooked at a time, io
But it you cared for any one—as you
two quarts of this add two quarts of skimmed milk, making four quarts three times will some day, my dear child—and Jack,
knowing that you would be happy with
a day. The milk should be gently warmed
him, should be willing, then it would be
to about the temperature ot new milk,
you know.”
taking care not to scald it as it will pro- different,
But the pretty head still shook in a most
duce colic. If calves incline to scour, one
decided negative. "Jack would never be
or two raw eggs beaten in their milk will
willing, 1 know. And”—there was a sudeffect
a
cure.
We
tour
generally
give
den little flash ol temper in the girlish
quarts of the mixture at a feeding until voice—‘ and I
don't like you talking about
they are ten weeks old, then gradually
diminish the quantity during the next two my earing for any one else except Jack
weeks, when they are weaned and turned and—”
“And whom?” said Mr. Yanderventer,
out to pasture. From the time they enter
the feeding pens until they leave for the lazily admiring the heightened color and
"And whom, Mignonne?”
pasture, there is continually kept by them bright eyes. she
said, looking up at him
"Andyou,”
a supply of roots—beets or potatoes, cut
into long thin slices.
We prefer beets, as in her frank, childish way. “I like you,
Mr. Yanderventer.”
they prove to be the most nutritious.
lie laughed, a lazy little laugh—she was
When grass cannot be procured, there
should be a cribfull of early-cut or second- such a pretty- little girl, and so childishly
honest. “I am very glad you do,” he said.
crop hay kept by them. The pens should
"But why ?”
be kept clean and dry; to do this, they
“Because you don’t wear a velveteen
must be cleaned and new bedding put in
because you don’t smoke a horrid
every day. The calves show the success coat;
of our plan of feeding.
When eleven pipe; because you don’t talk slang; beweeks old their average weight is 2t!0 cause you keep your bands nice; and because—because I do!”
pounds. [The Cultivator.
"inanks.
now reiresnmgly canaiu
“And 1 like you, too, little girl.
A Maine farmer sent to the State Fair she was.
We are excellent friends. But you will
tome
unusually excellent samples of
it
wheat, grass and beans grown on laud outgrow presently; I shall be quite left
renovated by clover. lie added the state- behind when you are a young lady.”
He had offended her now ; he saw it in
ment that fifty years’
experience had the
droop ot her eyelids and at the cortaught him that any land, however reduced, may be restored by being sown ners of her mouth.
“it's like once, like always, with us
with clover and fed off by cattle three
Chandrans.” she said, rising, and standing
times iu fifteen years.
with one hand resting on the mantle, looking down intently at the tire; and then for
Husky Belles,—The Washington cor- a time they were silent. The lazy, handrespondent of the Cincinnati Gazette some gentleman was entirely t.oo indolent,
writes: “There are some very beautiful it seemed, to carry the conversation farcolored girls here just of that cafe an lait ther, and contented himselt with looking
color so exquistie when accompanied by at her through his half-closed eyes, and adfine features. One pretty Creole married miring her immensely. It was perfectly
an officer of the Freedman’s Bank, a colabsurd for him to feel toward a child like
ored man, who formerly played the piano her, as he did. He admired her, he was
for private germans, &c. He built her a fascinated by her pretty ways and lrank
line house, and took her to Niagara on the childishness, “if she were a few years
bridal trip. She was married in a white older,” he thought, “I should bo afraid
satin dress with orange blossoms and tulle that I was falling in love with her; but a
veil' Another gill so nearly white that the child like that—it's absurd!” and so lie
African blood would never be suspected, rose to go.
was highly educated and an accomplished
“By the way, Mignonne,” he said, “I
musician. Her eyes were large and lus- quite forgot it, but I have an engagement.
trously black, like those of the Spanish My cousin has just returned, and I must
I am going to bring
women ; her hair as purple as the raven’s go and welcome her.
wing ; her complexion creamy, with the her around somo time to see Jack’s picfaintest suspicion of coleur de rose; her lips tures—and you. I am sure you will like
full and scarlet; her form full and rounded ; her.” And so he departed, smiling.
But Mignonne, oddly enough, did not
her hands and feet were wonderously tiny.
smile as the door closed after him. The
Her father intended to take her abroad,
where his pedigree was unknown, or if dis- lire needed attention again, and, kneeling
covered would not show the horror of ne- down to look at it, two bright tears fell on
gro blood evinced by Americans; then he the coals. And why? Weren’t she and
hoped his daughter’s beauty, accomplish- Mr. Vanderventer “excellent friends ?”
ments, and wealth might attract Caucasi- Had he not just told her that he “liked
an wooers.
But alas for his fond hopes, her, too ?” And was she not ajvery pretty
true to her race she married a black man, little girl, who would some day have nuIt was very foolish and
son of a restaurateur, and broke her merous lovers?
father’s heart, as well as his pride.”
childish of her, certainly—but then she

gradually reduce the quantity of new milk
md add skimmed milk, increasing the quantity bv the close of the week to three
quarts at a feeding. All the new milk
given to the calves should be taken from
their mother. From tiie time they are
five weeks until they are three months old

a
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twice in his contributions to

periodical literature, within iate years,
Jeremiah S. Black has hinted mysteriously
that the death of Edwin M. Stanton, the
war
secretary, was not wholly attributable

the natural course of disease. What
Black intimated so
darkly others whispered, hut in no indefinite wav. There
are men about the national
capital, who,
in conversation among themselves, talk
frankly of Stanton’s death and the horrible
circumstances attending it. These men
say that upon the very eve of the merry
was only a little
girl, and little girls, as short frock was supplanted by a prettilyRavages of a Pestilence.
A Midnight Ride with "Sliia Jim" Christmas day of 1SG!>. by the stroke ol a
well as big ones, are very silly sometimes. fashioned dross,
razor, Stanton made the term of his exwhich, trailing behind
the Monte Ring,
The following appears as a communicaYes, Frederica Yanderventer had re- her in soft folds, gave a new stateliness to
istence only a question of hours. At this
(Correspondence of the Sacramento Record.]
turned, and had apprised her devoted her slender figure, and as she stood there, tion from Mr. J. J. Warner in the Los An- |
time the circumstances were known to
We are gliding through the canon of the
!
cousin of the fact—moreover, she was ex- blushing and
very few, and the number ot those privy
smiling as they looked at gles (Cal.) Star:
Truckeo river, at night, nine out of ten of to the secret has not much increased since.
tremely glad to see him when he appeared, her, a sudden unaccountable pain smote
l have read of the horrors of the Lou- j the
are
and was in the most amiable and charm- Philip Vanderventer’s heart.
when
Outside
ot our congressional librarian, and
passengers
suddenly
dozing,
don
and ot the more than decima- ] the door
opens, and in with the cold night a few well-trained trusty servants of the
ing frame of mind imaginable.
Mignonne was a child no longer; lie tion plague,
by pestilence of tiie inhabitants of ! comes the querest specimen of humanity capitol, who
"It was too trying for you to be obliged had lost his little friend forever.
guard secrets as they would
various part of the world, in different I ever saw. One side of the
to desert us,” she said.
slouched hat their lives, and outside of two or three
"I found it very
“Do you not like me as well ?’> she said
ages, and of the destruction of mankind is pinned up, and by the
dull after you left. After one is engaged, putting out her pretty hand
lamplight dis- members of the Stanton lamilv, the story
half-timidly, by the angels ot the Lord, and by destroy- closes a lace that is
you know, she is rather set aside—and as ••Jack is disgusted with me, but I am too
young and not un- of the suicide, given below, Is probably
but
I
have
never
read
or
ing
angels;
a
1 promised not to flirt, I felt obliged to old tor short frocks
handsome, pair of ho'nest blue eyes, and not known to a dozen people in the counany more, the dress- heard of such a
general destruction of a a good forehead. The beard is unshorn, try.
I keep faith."
maker said.”
or
or
people
by
bad,
any
angel,
by however, the hair unkempt, and every
| Of course Philip Yanderventer was de••Plague take the dressmaker!” inter- j plague or pestilence, asgood
Getting his first taste of national public
that which swept lineament of the countenance
| the V
lighted to have his affianced return to polated Jack.
betrays un- life in the brief service as Attorney-Genof the Sacramento and San mistakable
alley
|
town ; of course he had felt wretchedly
M am quite nineteen, you know," this
verdancy. It requires no par- eral under Buchanan, in the latter
in the summer of 1833.
days of
ticular knowledge of character to decide
unhappy and out of sorts during her ab- rather defiantly, “and so—and so—here I Joaquiu
that administration, Stanton was
In the autumn of 1832 a party, ot which that the
willing
fellow is a green Missourian,
sence. but, some way, he seemed a little
am.”
the writer wa3 a member, traveled from fresh from the
enough to take up the portfolio which
distrait and ill at ease that evening, and
“Ilow beautiful she is,” thought Philip, the
primitive precincts of Pike Cameron laid down
in 1G62, and became
mountain down along the banks ot the
even Frederica noticed it.
county. One leg of the corduroy pants is the war
as he took her hand for a moment,, and
San Joaquin River and up those of the stuffed into the
secretary. After the first few
of
an
"How have you spent your time ?’’ she then, with a sudden
old
cow-hide
top
weeks Lincoln seldom interfered with him.
anger, “what a fool Sacramento to some distance above the boot.
These, and the woollen shirt, and Stanton was
asked, as he stood by the piano turning I have been!—what a tearful and wonderconfluence of the latter with Feather Riv- the
virtually commander-in-chiet
vest
and
her music, and trying to look inexpressi- ful
render
his
dilapidated
coat,
of the army from that
simpleton !"
er.
The number of Indians living along costume
day until the meetAs
but
if
All that evening he watched the lovely
bly happy,
seedy.
totally ing of Grant and Let- under the apple tree
succeeding only in looking
and in the vicinity of the banks of the oblivious decidedly
of
the
situation
and
surround- at
tremendously bored. "I heard from the face uudw the pretty hat, like one in a rivers, was so much
Appomatox. it is a matter ol history
he begins humming in a low, musigreater than I had
(Jlaxtons that you had gone picture mad dream. Not one word that was
that Stanton was the embodiment and
spoken ever seen living upon the same area ot ings,
cal
voice
—odd you didn’t mention it in your letters. by the actors did lie hear or understand ;
moving spirit of the war, ceaselessly vigcountry, that it presented a constant source
They said you were studying with an artist he even answered Mignonne at random, of
"Away down South in Dixie,
ilant. tyrannical and vengeful. The war
The
conclusion
was then
surprise.
—Shandier-—1 think—tell me about it.”
Away, away."
and grew almost irritable when she laughgave him his mission and lie followed it,
reached by me that there was no other
“(Jhandran the name is.
1 have been to ed at his pre-occupation,
Keeping time to his weird song, he regardless of any human influence, entirealthough he beg- place on the continent, north ot the
bis studio frequently, i'll take you there
waltzes with a light, shuffling
ged her pardon most humbly a minute the natural productions of which tropic,
step the en- ly indiflerent to all but his work. When
could tire
sometime ; you would like his pictures, i after.
length of the f ar, and in a twinkling the better days ot peace and reconciliation
so large a
as
was
then
support
think."
population
has disappeared.
“S'
she said suddenly, at the close
He has molested no dawned, Stanton could not
living in the section of country to which 1 one, noticed
accept it He
"He lias a sister, I believe:” she bent ot tlie first act, “there is
no one, and
yet everybody fought, d.’;ainat it to the bittci ehtl, UIlU
your cousin, Mr. have referred.
is awake and
lorwan', in her pretty, near-sighted way, Vanderventer, she is bowing to you."
about
this
overcome
the
talking
tide
of
a
strange
by
In the latter part of the Summer of
public opinion
to look at her notes, and then looked up at
personage. He has not awakened the'm which recognized ouj' national brotherTrue, there was Frederica, languidly 1833 we entered the northern
of
extremity
his humming
him. "Is she pretty ?”
or
her
by
and
down
tan.
dance
song
waving
shuffling
hood, Stanton went under, and in despair,
smiling
upon the Sacramento Valley lroin the Klamath
lie laughed, and then
grew suddenly him graciously—looking at his compan- Lake and Pitt River countries. We found so much as by his strange, indescribable in gloom, found death with his own hand.
tone, manner and conduct. The boy on
grave. ••Very.” lie answered, “one of the ion meanwhile, through her eye-glasses, the northern
flis courseiu the Surrat' trial, and later,
part ot the valley strewn the front seat is convulsed with
loveliest faces that I ever saw, but a mere with a certain sharp, curious admiration.
laughter, in the impeachment ot President Johnson,
with the skeletons atnl fragments of skele- the
child—about lonrteen I should judge You
miss
across
the
aisle odgcles only exemplified what is stated more
“How very beautiful slie is'" said tons of
young
genIndians, under the shading trees, with
must go with me and see her, Frederica,
glee, broad smiles overspread "the erally above He forced the trial of Mrs.
Mignonne, turning to him as lie bowed around springs and the convenient
waterfaces
! am sure you would think her a
of
men
and
matrons, and the more Surratt to the result it took, and then,
charming constrainedly to his cousin. "She looks
little girl—as I doand then ho sauntered such a grand lady that 1 should be afraid ing places, upon the banks of the river, serious mutter, ‘‘Poor fellow! he is crazy.” with a heart which loved
and over the plains, where wolves and
justice without
i
are
as
to
hiunconscious of the person at
hey
lazily away
pay
respects to his aunt of her," and then, catching sight ot his
mercy, sedulously guarded all avenues
from
tree to tree or ovet whom
coyotes,
waddling
before departing.
disturbed face, a crimson fiusli mantled the
they have been looking as of the for commutation or reprieve. It was his
plain, their hides distended with unJhe next da\ he did not appear at the her very temples, and the
quick tears natural fatness, had dragged and denuded scenery through which they’have been auxiliary, Preston King, who met poor
studio, nor the next, but the third dav, came to her eyes. “O Mr. \ anderventer," them. From
gliddmg. Ah! that good "wife would Annie Surratt on the steps of the White
the head of the valley to the
have awakened her
when Mignonne was working busily at she cried with a piteous
drowsy hus- House, going up to intercede with the
quiver of her American River but one living Indian was scarcely
band to ‘‘look at that fellow" had she im- President tor her
her own little window, a grand carriage pretty lips.
-I am so sorry
1 wish I
mother's life, and when
seen, and lie was the most
perfect personifor an instant that it was
drew up at the door, and looking out, she hadn't come—we can go home now, can’t
he knew her errand pushed her away, and
fication of solitude that ever was present- agined
saw Philip Vanderventer smiling up at her,
we ?”
•‘THE THURIBLE SUM TIM,"
told her she could not see Mr. Johnson
ed to mj view; his wasted muscle*, his
but lie was not alone ; a tall, lair-faced
lie turned toward her sharply, not unAnd when she threw herself on her km
chiefest
of
file
monte
lu
sunk
a
litin
as
ii
their
eyes deeply
sharps
sockets,
and implored for a hearing, it was Preston
young lady, dressed in the height of fash- derstanding the sudden change, but a there were no brain within tiie
cranium, tle time he returns, and with the same abion, was with him, and the\ came up the look at her distressed face told hun how emitted a
who threw her off, and thus interduli, vacant stare, as if astonish- stracted aii pr eeeds to walk through the King
narrow stairway together.
cruelly she had misunderstood him. ■•She ed to behold a living being, when he be- ear. Impelled by curiosity, several ot' us cepted the petition of the pleading daugh“Mr. Chandran, Frederica,” said Mr thinks i am sorry that i
brought her, now lieved that all, all were dead, ami lie alone 1allow him into the smoking-car. lie is ter.
Vanderventer, “my cousin. Miss Vander- that Frederica is here,” he thought, sax
left, telling most emphatically id'his utter surrounded In group ot laughing fellows
May not the memory of that poor on!
venter, Chandran ;" and then Miss Vander- age!\. and then he answered her under
who are listening to his
At Truekee, ! woman, hurried into eternity from the
ot how lie had seen the destroyloneliness,
story.
venter went into lady-like raptures over his breath
V. m do not know how unjust
ing angel engaged in his work of death be said a lady had stepped up to the scaffold, have pursued King and lbs cliiet
Hie pictures anil wondered, admired, and you are to me, Mignonne, in your
thoughts.” on every hand, and wherever his eves ticket .mice to buy her ticket, and iound like a shadow, until both were driven
criticised after the manner of young ladies
■•All, Vanderventer, how are you ? Your were
turned, until lie himself was pros- that her purse was missing. She had asked to suicide? King, in the New York Cusin studies Irom time immemorial, until it aim sent me to summon you and
your trated, not killed, but loft to rise upm.- his him tor 810. and had promised to pay him tom House, with a career beh-rc him which
was time to depart.
triend to seats in her box—-by the way,
feet, and wander about among the ones when she got aboard the train, lie let had not a cloud iu it, tilled hi= pockets with
“By the wav,” she said, as she drew her introduce me," this last in an audible and
fhe hei h.'Hthe money, and now had gone shot and dropped fr< tu a terry boat into the
festering bodies of his loik.
shawl around her, “1 hear that you have whisper; and Philip Vanderventer, in a
of the Indians in tiie numerous "clean through" the ears without finding East river; and Stanton, with u place updwellings
a sister, Mr Chandran,
has
mixed
state
of
Philip
spoken singularly
mind, perform- villages located
her. He odd the story in such a droll on the Supreme bench, just bestowed upon
upon and along the banks
of her so admiringly that 1 really want to ed the introduction.
of tiie Sacramento River, and its tribu- manner that even-body laughed, even him in recognition of what he had been,
see her,” bat
Jack
in
departed
although
“Captain Meriton, Miss Chandran,” in- taries, were void, and no fioi-ti'acks but while they pitied the poor fellow's loss. in the midst of the national capital's
search of her. noMiguonne could be found, xvardly raging at the look ot
undisguised those of fowls and wild beasts were to be He seemed to care but little, however, for gaiety, drew a razor across Ins throat and
and Miss Vanderventer was obliged to con- admiration on the gallant Captain's lace,
lie diva loom his pocket a
seen in tiie lonely villages.
large leathern ended his existence.
tent herself with a look at the sketch which and then he hesitated for a moment.
With the execution oi Mrs. Surratt,
as we traveled
bag, mlly eighteen inches in length, that
southerly tlie sKeletons n;is
her cousin produced from some mysteri- Should he go or should he not?—alter all.
half full ■■ shining gold
were ol a fresher appearance, and 'ot lore
lie Stanton saw ids unlimited authmity begin
pieces,
ous hiding-place.
“I really wish you
perhaps it would be best to face the diffithe buttes, and limn) thence told how he had been swindled nut oi his to depart. Men began to look at matters
painted portraits, was her last gracious, culty at mice ; a brave front is best under reaching the entire or
uioin\
b\
< .'aim minds perthe lellows oul.od “nioutG more dispassionately.
southerly,
partially devour id
remark to Jack, “I should surely have all circumstances,and so,
overcoming Mig- bodies of the Indians, in all stages nf di sharps, ai procei led ;
usti ate the ceived that the General Government had
mine painted," and so she departed—her ! nouiie
timidity with a laughing “nun- cay, were so invariably found in id about manner It. which they tooled him Be- J usurped power in time of war which must
shimmering silks, her tilmy laces, her | sense." he obeyed his aunt’s behest.
all the convenient and desirabe- eamping lieving that he had thoroughly learned the be recalled in peace, ortho safety of tin“Miss Chandran, my aunt, Mrs. Vanderdainty gloves, ar.d her almost impossible
from the rascals, he offered to bet republic would bo threatened. TheSecretjjat it became necessary, in ordei gallic
bonnet, making her the centre ol attrac- I venter ; my cousin. Miss Valid, venter." places
that no one cou.d tclltheaeeoi diamonds, ! tary of War felt the restriction more bit
to escape the stench ot decomposing hulion in the shabby street, and Philip 'VanTile worst was over xx ith m w, ami he
to seek our night > em aiuptucuts and in loss in an live minutes he lost §400 i terlv than the head ot any other departderventer went with her and shared her breathed more easily, llis aunt locked a manity.
'■
1 lie authority which tie loved si
wt il-dri sst
gentlemen v. h< ... ment
upon the open plain.
than
shade
but
Frederica
glory.
usual,
grimmer
After crossing Feather Uiver. tie.sc vil- amunil. His hands moved so awkwardly dearly was slipping away irom him. Tne:i
•Some way, now that Frederica had arwas gracious in the extreme.
The little
child could pick out the
right card. came tiio chiMi in the winter ui l s,js. The
along Sacramento which in tin- Win- thativ-a man
rived, Philip Vanderventer was not so fre- shyness and timidity in Mignonne"s man- lages
ever saw 818,oOi
ter previous were each inhabited Vattempt of the President to suspend the
conhunplaced
1
at
the
studio
and
Frederica,
Fred- ner at first was simply charming, and dreds
quently
of Indians were desolate and the veniently within in.- grasp who was not Secretary was followed by articles of imerica's wants and whims occupied his time \ Frederica, looking at her through her inSo it was
abodes of ruin. The same appalling pro its tempt, l to covet the uere
peachment, behind th- prosecution oi
pretty thoroughly, but whenever lie could [ evitable eye-glasses, with her eyebrows of this dire
witu the black \ Tsagt-d man \yho
which Stanton stood as a man who had
were constant!', precalamity
sprang
escape to the comforting shabbiness and raised a trifle, xvas evidently favorably im- sented to us as we traveled
from his scat as soon as the oreeii- staked all on a card. He i--st on the turn,
eagerly
>.m
the
up
unceremoniousness of Glueek street, he pressed.
Joaquin. Neither biblical nor protanc hi- horn began losing his money. Of all the and the policy of peace and brotherly love
did so
‘•Why did you toll mo such a wretched tory inis portrayed such mournlui results men in the car this man was the most per- won. Stain n'.- p-.w. r was gone, and iu
Frederica was nice, charming, in everv
story ?M she; whispered to her conscience- ot the march of a destroying angel as fect vil on, .1 God's handwriting in his the spring ot I.V.- he left the War Depart>vjv
eLii some ,,•*,. if,:
ST 1 !(.;»(' 11
/;
uiioiii,
*kl"ll nov or lo l’gi v O v..
countenance was not, wholly
won
nt< ■! l<>
*ur
a
con
\vc
pro
unintelligible, ! meat, where he had ruled as a supreme
never felt quite at case with her.
There lor trying to deceive me. sir,” and then,
and around t ttiic.l in hi \\ b tin* otic idea ol steulihit master tor six of the most eventful years
passed
by,
through,
along
was
He was poor in
nothing childish, unformed ol; fresh aloud. ”1 concluded, at the last minute, those silent and vacated villages, wliii h the -Missourian's ruuncy
this
fellow iu American history
about Iter; site had been “in society" un- not ( go. you see, and sent a note to you, some ten months
before we had seen planked down In- cash, his watch, his purse and broken in spirits, and now that
til she was perfectly acquainted with its but
All this occupied the craved cxeitenic it was gone, lie was
you weren't in. l)o you like the play, swarming with Indian life am! res. umling gold chain, and -lost
entrances, exit- and complications, and Miss < handran ?" and so the curtain rose with voices Irom hundreds of human not over ten minutes, including the waltz, plunged in gloom.
was a thorough young lady ot the world
on the second act.
tin game tint tinit was said that lie had resumed the
throats.
winning, dust as the
in every respect.
All through that evening, Philip \ aul -llo" turned the
of law, but it was only a -aying.
practice
a
card,
low
wrong
Around
the
naked village-, graves and
her cousin admired her, appreciated derventer sat communing with himself.
the ashes ot funeral pa res, the skeletons whistle from the further end of the car Old party leaders felt that he must have a
her manners and her conversation, and How the world had
changed to him in the and swollen bodies told a tale ol death announced the coming of the conductor. place h r what lie had dote-. When Grant
had fallen into the family arrangements last few hours—how bitterly hard it would
Quicker than '‘scat" the cards disap- came into power, in the spring of lSCt<,
such as*to us no written record had e\ cr
without a murmur; had been congratu- be to go on with the old life to-morrow,
the cappers and ail hands
revealed
From
the head of the Sacra- peared,
dropped Stanton was spoken of for a foreign minlated as a “lucky fellow” by his envious The old life with ail the brightness taken
into their seats.
Slim Jim drew his hat istry, but nothing came of it. Finally, iu
mento Valley until we leached the mouth
friends, and had taken it lor granted that away iron) it—for he was engaged to his I ol
down over lus eyes, and the victim, alter December, the President and Congress did
King's Uiver, not exceeding live live
he was one indeed, without exerting him- Cousin—an ! in the clear light which had
Indians were seen, and here we found en- glaring' fiercely around l'or a moment, set- what they had done for other men who
self to think much about it any way. Lat- conic to him ;<< last, lie saw that he lovtled back into iis seat in moody silence, had outlived their usefulness—shelved the
camped a village of Indians, aim ug whom ibe conductor entered
terly. however, he hail begun to sec things ed Alignonne—little Migtionne— and her the
and passed slowly old war secretary upon the Mjpreme bench
was
his
destroying angel
sating
greed
a little differently; he had found himselt
as an associate justice.
alone.
They had fixed
of human victims by a ghastly carnage, through the car, but not a single hint did
once or twice, differing with the “divine
he obtain ot the fact that a
it was Frederica's voice, and
hau been him for life, and tie country accepted it
“.!/■
game
the
one
more
than
a
score
During
night
Frederica,” he began to think vaguely, Frederica's
going on. Hardly had he left the car be- as an as-'ured fact. litis was on the lath
were directed to- of victims were added to the hosts
upon tore the villainous
that perhaps eye-classes were not the pret- ward him, eye-glasses
“how dull you are, Philip. which lie had been
looking victim demand- of December. Two or three days later
flic
leading,
wailing
tiest things in tin; world, and to object to
Captain Meriton is crucifying Himself to of that stricken village during that night i ed another chance tube!. From another the President condescended to call on Mr
being perpetually hemmed in by his aunt’s entertain us, and you are uot assisting him was incessant and most terrible. The pocket he had drawn twenty dollars, his Stanton and tendon d him the position,
uist cent, and
rigid rules and restrictions. Therefore, in the least. Has anything gone wrong, sword ot the
eagerly asked for a “sio-ht." and it was accepted
destroyer was a remittent
altera little, the monotonous engagement
Stanton resided in a large nouse consir
There was a keen, but not unkindly fever with which tlie victims were first Coolly disregarding his iinportutnlies,
was enlivened bv little differences, which,
lock in the. blue eves behind the glasses, a stricken down, to be finished by a hot-aii 8!:m Jim said, “Xo sir, I don't want to ! venient to the departments. It was one
between a couple less high in the social
In another minute hi hail I of his customs to be shaved at home, and
lock which deepened as lie aroused him- bath, followed by a plunge into a cold wa- ! break you
scale, would have been called downright self to
! the duty was performed by a colored bar
answer, with a jest, and the n she ter one.
it was evident to us Irom the disappeared through the door, dancing and
I tier who came regularly tor the purpose.
quarrels—alter which Philip would retire turned away.
which we saw, that at first the In- ! humming "Aivav a wav."
signs
to Giueck street fur comfort and consolaquarter ol -i hour later we ibunu In Mr. Stanton’s private apartment stood
■J shall cal) upon you again, very soon, dians buried their dead; but when the
; slim Jim and hi- best
tion
she said, very graciously, dead became so numerous that the
capper Mr. McClel- I an improvised shaving ch nr. and to this
MissChandran,"
j
living
“1 don’t know what I should do without
as they rose to go.
You were not in could not bury them, resort was had to I lan, seated in the t o ward pa ssenger ct>aeh the trusty valet would go at the appointed
a friend like you," he said to
Mr Stanton
ou an old Oregon farmer.
Mignonne, when 1 came before—and you must come the
The time to pertorm his duty
of the dead bodies, and when j operating
had been apparently failing gradually in
man conscientiously be.ieved that Slim
during one ot these seasons ot recupera- aril see me—you and Philip,” and then the burning
from
diminished
numbers
were
living
tion. “It’s solid comfort to run away
with his aunt’s draperies, unable to do this, they abandoned their Jim was halfwitted fellow, who had in health, for week, and had become so defrom everybody and come here tor a Philip, busy
some way become possessed or 618.out),
spondent as to almost excite fears of an
wig astonished to see his stately cousin
villages, the sick and the dying, and fled
while.”
Some idea of
alteration of the mind
bend and kiss Miguonue warmly. Some in dismay, only to die by the side of the lie lurther believed the poor fellow had
been lleeced by tie: monte
“Away from everybody,” replied Mig- ivi; he admired her more at that moment
and counteracting this seems to have been in
sharps,
and
of
water,
and
beneath
springs
pools
noune with wandering eyes, “away from
was
bunglingly attempting to imitate the the minds of tiie President and (J ingress,
than he had ever done before in his life, the shade ot protecting trees.
Miss Vanderventer, sir?”
game. He sau the capper win three or when the appointment was so suddenly
and then gave him her hand, not languid“Bother Miss Vanderventer!” said Philtour hundred dollars and had even turned made and so promptly ronlirmed by an
ly, as usual, but with a cordial pressure oi
the card once or twice that won a hundred almost unanimous vote.
The Grandest Star*
ip rudely (the truth was. lie and Freder- friendliness.
ica had not agreed very well that mornOn the evening of the 23d ot December
dollars
At last Slim Jim refused to let
The great “dog-star" which the fanciful tht
oau—tne more so that
ing ; she had expressed displeasure at sheit was cieeiueiuy
capper bet any more because he was the colored valet called to shave Stanton
at
the
last
and
scheme
ot
to
claimed
rule
the
moment,
turned,
said,
astrology
some trivial occurrence, anil he, not
j too lucky, and the latter slipped 615b into They were left alone in the private apartbeing
in the sweetest of tempers had taken um- it her old imperious war “Come and season still known as "dog-days," is a' the old man's hand, which he bet. won and ment, and Stanton took his seat in the
at
of
five—I
think
immense
and
see
to-morrow,
ot
me
almost
you sphere
volume,
brage accordingly). “1 am glad to get
instantly returned to the capper. After chair. The barber had partially linished
will have something to tell me
Good- inconceivable distance and brightness, it- I tlris lie was too
his task, and lay it g down the razor on a
honest to bet.
away from everybody, 1 am cross and
is
she
was
to
I
!"
and
astronomers
be
light
gone.
supposed by
little table beside Stanton, stepped across
"I know 1 could win your
disagreeable—don’t mind what f say— night
money,
young
to
walk
that
that
of
three
a
was
with
hundred
suns
What
like man. but 1 will not
equal
delightful
that’s a good child,” and so Mignonne
burden ray conscience the room for some water. A movement
its
was
so
and
Mie
volume sufficient to make with
happy, so entire- ours,
went on with her drawing, and he sat and Mignonne.
such a crime
Once he took out his startled him, and iie turned iust in time
looked at her in silence. A sudden thought ly pleased with her whole evening, so full two thousand luminaries as large as our j pocket-book and showed a check for a to see the glistening steel flash bv the
The Hartford Times, in a restruck him after a while, “Mignonte,” of anticipations of “what Jack wouldsay,” orb of day
thousand dollars and several gold coins, bared throat, leaving a streak in its wake.
he said, acting on the impulse of the mo- when he knew about it, it was simply view of one of Prof. Proctor- recent yet he would not bet a dollar. Ho was Hushing to the side of Stanton, the barber
to hear her talk, when suddenly, books, says:
ment, “did you ever go to the theatre ?” charming
back to visit his old home after caugnt the razor before another stroke
“The ‘King of Suns’ is the magnificent going
The great dark eyes looked up at him « they drew near her door, she paused a
of absence, and his family s. t could be made. He called lor help, and
many
years
Sirius—that spieadid star of the southnear him
eagerly. “Once or twice,” she said, “with moment.
Perhaps the pure, upturned in a few moments there were at the bedJack.”
I
“I had almost forgotten,” she said, eastern sky—whose fixed blaze is not di- face of his sleeping little girl, or perhaps side the Surgeon-General, a lew trusty ateven though he has receded
taches of the Government, and one or two
“Would you like to go with me some
the trusting look of his dear old wife,
“your cousin asked me to give this to you ; minished,
‘it is ?, surprise,’ she said, and she thought from us, during the past century, more ! helped to restrain
time, if Jack don't mind
but, at all events, n ''bers ot the. family. The work had
him;
lone however, and the life current
The look on her face answered him, and it would be a pleasant one,” and she gave millions on millions of miles than we his conscience would not let him rob a bee
would dare to say. How must he have ,
hult-w itted fool, and thereby, all unawares, reached. At 3 o’clock next morning Stanhalf-laughing at the pleasure which shone him a folded slip of paper.
what
unutterable
I hey were near a street-lamp, and he appeared—with
glory— ; he saved a cool thousand. 1 believe the ton was dead. How well the secret of his
in her eyes, he sauntered away to arrange
the matter with Jack. It was Monday unloldtd the little missive hastily, his ling- to the first races of mankind ?—to the man’s sterling integrity touched the monte death iias been kept, thooe who read this
human
who
the
ancient men’s
beings
preceded
now, he was engaged every night until ers trembling as he held it. it was a note
hearts, for they made no further ef- may know Very quietly and expeditious?
These latter worshipped j
Egyptians
in
hand.
but
then
was
Frelerica's
Frederica
delicate,
forts to plav until tiny reached Reno,
unsteady
ly the arrangements for his funeral were
Thursday,
going
Sirius.
“I have read your story in your lace tomade. There was no lying in state, and
ouc of town, and
Thursday evening was
1
He
wore a red hue, then
three or
the deceased.
his own—they would go then—and so night.” it said, “and take the responsibility
Am ientHim.'. One of tin- most inter-' few looked upon the face ol
of breaking an engagement which ought four thousand years before the time of
The next day alter liis deatli all that was
Mignonne was formally invited.
of the historical rings that have
esting
Christ. His color has changed during the
mortal of Edwin M. Stanton was put to
Luckily, Philip Yanderventer was not never to have been made. We shall be
i-onie down to our times is the
signet one rest, and with the
much at the studio during the intervening better friends than lovers Your Mignonne last four thousand years, and he himself is oi
clay was buried hisown
ot
which
is
Soots,
now
Queen
in
Mary.
untold and untellable miles farther away
and the secrets >1 the war.
days, and he knew nothing of the worrv is a darling, and 1 am sure you will be than he was
the British Museum
The
general opinion
then; but such is his unimagand bother of preparation into which Mig- happy ; and 1—1 am sentimental enough to
that this was her nuptial
inable distance that even h s swilt recesring when she
be glad of it,” and that was all.
nonne plunged, and, when the night came,
was
man ied
to
Another celeDandy
sion from this particular region of endless
Nine Horns in a Cistekn
For
Yesterday
he little suspected the surprise in store
one moment. Philip stood looking
brated ring i- the one Queen Elizabeth is
to make, in any one
seems
space
at
morning about 8 o'clock, a little Hvo-ycarthe little slip of paper which had brought
century,
lor him.
to
nave
sent
to
the
Earl
of
Essex, old child ol Mr. Webb Calhoun, living
supposed
no perceptible ditferer.ee m his
appear- hut which, a- all
It was a few minutes before the desig- such a change to his life; oddly enough,
know, lie failed to reeievo. two aud a bait' miles north ot' the
city, tell
nated tipic that he came into the little sit- he liked his Cousin Frederics more at ance.
is of gold, with the Queen’s head cut on
It
Ot one star alone, of all the infinite host
into the cistern, ami the mother, who hapting-room, and Jack sat there alone, dubi- that moment than he had done before— outside ot our solar
now
andds
in
the possession of the
system, the distance onyx,
pened to see the.child tall, jumped in alter
and then he turned to Mignonne.
ous and unhappy.
Kev. Lord .John Thyme, a deeendent trorn
it,
Mr. Calhoun, who is dealing in stock,
“Read it,” and he watched the bright has been measured, it is Alpha Centauri. Essex's
•What's the trouble, Chandran ?" asked
daughter. In 17do, in the prison was away from home at the time of the acIt is found to lie more than two hundred
his visitor. “You look as though you had color rise over the fair face as she did so
thousand times farther away than the sun. where John Bunyan was once confined, cident, and there was no one on the place,
lost your last friend. What is it ?”
“Mignonne,” he said, at last, “Mig- At this distance
was found a ring bearing his initials, “J.
our sun would shine much
and Mrs Calhoun being unable to get out,
“I am afraid I have,” answered Chau- nonne,” and then the lovely, blushing lace
less brightly than Alpha Centauri. But B." and also an engraving of a death’s was compelled to stand in the water waist
looked
the
mind
at
“l
feel
so—don’t
him,
dran, solemnly,
up
heavy eyelashes Sirius that
head. This ring, after passing
ineffable sun, is still more redeep, from 8 o’clock in the morning until
me, I am low-spirited you see;” and then glittering with sudden, happy tears, and
j several hands, finally came into through
the posin the evening. The unfortunate woman
Mr. Yanderventer inquired for Mignonne. there in the little, narrow, deserted street, mote. He is at a vastly greater distance j session ot a curate, ot
Elstow, where Bun- probably would have had to spend the
“Is the little girl ready?’’ he asked, and Philip Yanderventer bent and kissed her, away; the best computations assign to j tan was born. The
signet ring of (Ansar night in that distressing condition, where,
him a distance exceeding that to Alpha
not once, but
Jack replied with a groan.
many times.
Borgia was on exhibition a few years ago no doubt, she and her child would have
Centauri
livelold
to
tenfold.”
“I should think so”—he
“Mignonne, my little Mignonne. my
at a meeting of the British Archaeological
began, but
her
perisiied belore morning, if,
just then there was a rustle of drapery in very own always,” he whispered, and she
Association. It i- gold, slightly enamel- screams, she had not attracted thebyattendid not draw away from him, or answer
the hall, and the door opened.
At Cape Elizabeth, a few days since, in i ed, with the date "io03,” and a motto on tion of some children who were
“no.”
returning
“I am ready,” said Mignonne’s voice,
removing a stone wall, a bag ot gold coin i the inside. At the back is a slide, within from school. The school children heard
and then Philip turned slowly.
Could
the
it
carried
was found.
It is supposed it was placed which,
is related, he
poison her cries for help, but it. was some time
that be Mignonne ?—Mignonne of the
A new bridge, one hundred and twenty-five there nine
years ago by George Strout, lie was in the habit ot dropping into the j before they discovered and rescued the alshort frocks and long braids
?—Mignonne feet in length, was put in on the Maine Central whose father then owned and occupied the wine ot his guests.
most exhausted lady.
the “little girl ?”
railroad oyer the Sebastacook stream at Pitts[Decatur (III.)
field on Sunday. After the last ear ut the Pull- house. In 18C5 young Strout came home
It was Mignonne’s face
Magnet.
and
certainly,
from Cuba, and was known to have eight
In Texas they have nominated for Congress
man train had crossed the old
bridge, the work
Mignonne’s shiny hair, but the hair was ot destruction
If elected lie will
commenced, and at noon the old or ten hundred dollars, which he refused a man named Pleasant Yell.
no
Mr. James D. Brooks of this city, who a few
longer braided child-fashion down her structure was all cleared away. After all was to account for to his father. Shortly after- probably be heard from in the House.
weeks since removed to Kansas, with his famiback—it was gathered up in a glorious ready, the first span of sixty-two and one-luilf
wards he left home to follow the sea, and
The Mena-lia Press speaks of an exchange ly, lias returned, “bag and baggage," and will
feet
kuot on the very top of her
put in place in twenty-five minutes,
with liis lot here, lie
pretty head, a and was
the second span—of the same length—in was last heard from in South America five which looks as sparkling as a school-marm in a hereafter be contented
lock
long, curling, golden-red
tub.
The editor of the Press, we be- was not particularly captivated with his near
falling and all
The money has been
to bathing
given
the alt loo familiar
here and there over her shoulders. The formed completed at four p. m. This was per- years ago.
West,
is countv superintendent of schools.
the
lieve.
at
He neighbors
his father, who is quite aged.
by about thirty men.
tias out-travelled u«. [La Crosse, JVis., Sun.
grasshoppers. [Kennebec Journal.

15._BELFAST,

The editor of the Manchester Union gives
the following description ol a New Hampshire farm, situated in the town ot Haverhill
Mr. A. \Y. Putnam, is, perhaps, all in
all, the most extensive farmer in the state.
Others may excel him in some specialty,
but his business is as various in character
as it is immense
in extent. He has about
7,000 acres of land, although only about
300 acres are really involved iu practical
farming, the rest being land in different
places, lrum which wood and timber has
been, or will be taken. 1 lc has a splendid
farm about him, which he
manages with
almost sole reference to the production of
ot
which
he
cut this year about. 200
hay,
tons,
H:s present stock consists ol Tint
sheep. 200 fat cattle, 12 vote ot oxen, and
plenty of work for them all; 93 milch cows,
and about 200 young cattle 00
hogs of all
sizes, and horses in proportion. He buys
and sells 1,000 head of cattle
every vear.
t\ e counted 1, men iu his held
digging
potatoes. He aimed at 4,000 bushels, bin
to
not
more
than
expects
get
1,000, the
crop being light all through this section.
It he has a specialty, it is the
production
of butter and cheese
He made this year

M. Stanton's Snicide.
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Exhibition

The

of 1876.

! iie managers of the Centennial exhibi-

in Philadelphia have reached a
place
their preparations where the active
j
amt
sympathy
cooperation ot the rest ol j
the country has become most important j
t
them
It has been taken lor granted, |
and with good reason, that New England !
would eventually take hold of the enterprise in earnest.'aud do ev erything in her
power, by ontributionsin money and articles tor exhibition, to make it successiul.
Hut precious time is passing away, and
the gentlemen who have the load on their
shoulders have not yet seen the evidences
ol interest they counted upon, and are
growing apprehensive lest the help ol
New Englmd should come in too late to
be of great practical value to the exhibition, or very highly creditable to herself.
In order, therefore, that the
subject
might be introduced to our citizens in the
most direct way, and with
authority entitled to their respectful attention, the
Commercial Club oi this city invited Mr
\\ eish. president of the board of linanee,
aud
vi ral of his associates tioin 1‘hilatclphia. to meet and center with them and
other citizens of liostou in regard to it.
1’he meeting took place at the llevere
House Saturday afternoon, when the present condition of the
great enterprise, and
the plans lor the luture, were lully explained by Messrs higler, Fraley, Welsh,
and other gentlemen connected with the
financial or the executive management,
and rcsji nine- were made
by several wellknown itizens pledging to them the cordial sympathy and support of this community. t he attention of our readers is
called to the extended report of the proceedings given in another part of this paper
1 heiv is :i littli* to bo aildeu to this lull
ami intelligent statement of the claims ot
the enterprise
Here a- elsewhere the
original plans have been often criticised
'S
'rupracl icab'ir, and the exhibition itself
litis been looked upon with some .scepticism.
Bill the plans have been modified
from time to time um :i, as is now believed,
they can b< arried out to the fullest extent mid with abundant credit to the eounli.v. 'i'iie exhibition itseil is an established
tact ami the faith of the nation is s, far
committed that, upiai the invitation ot the
Stati department, base ! upon resolutions
"1 Congress. several loreign nations are
already lurtber advanced in preparations
to In- representeil than most of the States
ot the l uiun
f litis tar the city and citizens of
rhiladelphia have contributed a
large share ot the money, and nearly all
the work
The State of Pennsylvania has
made generous appropriations toward the
neeessan buildings,
i'lm general government tia> given no
mouc.i. but has so tar
encouraged the enterprise bv fiendlv legislation and executive recognition that its
national character is lived and its fortunes
have become a national concern.
t!
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The

Senatorial

The Portland Press

Battle.

Stanton's

Death

Suicide.

of

Hon. Ralph C.

Johnson

publishes letter
rom Speaker Blaine, in which lie takes
occasion to deny the report that lie seeks

l>iel at his resilience in this city, on SaturWe publish to-day an article giving the
day
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1874.
evening last, lion. Ralph Cross Johnson,
M.
of
the
suicide
ot
Edwin
particulars
be aged 84 years.
of
War.
It
will
Stanton,
ex-Secretary
EVERY
THURSDAY
MORNING
PUBLISH ED
i
Mr. Johnson was descended in the sixth gen:o become Mr. Hamlin's successor in the
—BYinteresting reading to those who bear in eration from Capt. Edward Johnson, who arWILLIAM II. SIMPSON. l\ S. Senate. At the same time he declares mind tne tyrannical, overbearing and rived at Salem June 12,1630, in company with
that he is unreservedly for Hamlin’s re- pitiless conduct which marked the official Sir Tsaac Johnson, supposed to have been a relEDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
•Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
flection, and enlarges upon the Senator’s career of the most unfeeling man that ative of his, in the ship Arbclla, named after
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
long and faithtul service as deserving that ever held a cabinet position. The trial the lady of the latter. Capt. Johnson settled
$3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
tn that part of Charleston now e a lied Woburn.
honor.
and execution of Mrs. Surratt was one of
of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
He was the author of a history of New EngA fraction of a
cents fY»r each subsequent insertion.
The
Press
in commenting upon the letter the acts which marked Ids administration
land from 1628 to 1662, under the quaint title of
square charged as a full one.
with its usual ability, dissents entirely ol the War Department. Bon. Butler in the
“History of the Wonderworking Provi0
M. Petengiul is: Co.,
state St., Boston,
from the position of Mr. Blaine. In short, debate once told Bingham, who presided dence of Zion's Savior,” which,
anl .7 Park Row New York, are. our authorized
although pubAgents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding it opposes the re-election of the Senator, at the court martial, that the woman was lished in London, is said to have been the first
advertisements.
under any circumstances. While conced- murdered; an opinion in which the pub- book composed in this country. He was SpeakR. Niles, No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston, is
er of the Massachusetts House of Representaageut for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts ing to Mr. Hamlin an excellent record, lic now
generally acquiesce. It is well
and orders ure always recognized.
and died in 1672, leaving five sons. ObaNew
40
the Press says—
Park Row,
«*rGn.. P. Rowell & Co.,
known that Preston King interfered to tives,
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
diah, has grandson, emigrated from Woburn to
The
i* not for wlml he ha<
to
him
objection
seefrom
Mrs.
Surratt's
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
daughter
Canterbury, Conn., in 1660, having purchased
done but lor what lit* has not done. He has sat prevent
attention
a last appeal
with others, an extensive tract of land of the
ft#*Hoi:,\('i'. Dodd, 1 ii Washington St., Boston, j in his place in,the Senate and seen the Credit ing the President, to make
Mobilier operations, the back pay enormity and lor
is an authorized Agent lor the Journal.
before the execution. heirs of Gov. Winthrop. His sou Obadiah.
mercy,
just
all the rest of tl»t* bad legislative action, whose
born April 10, 1702, inherited three thousand
Administrators, Executors and guardians record is breaking the back of the Republican Whether the murdered woman haunted
desiring their advertisements published ill the Jour- partv and ruining the good name of the nation, him or not, we will not undertake to say, acres. For wealth, and religious and political
nal Will please so state to tTie Court.
pass unchallenged. With his vast experience
influence, the latter was one of the principal
in public affairs, his high personal character but he became a most pitiable and forlorn
men in that part of the colony.
His death was
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have ihr address of and his eminent ability, it was in his
to
power
One day he placed heavy weights
papers changed, must state the Post ottiee to which
make a manly protest against ali these things object.
occasioned by an accident, April 10, 1765, on
the paper has been sent a well as the one to which
which would have been effective and would in his pockets, walked overboard from a his sixty-third
it ia to go.
birthday. To each of his live
have imparted inlinitely more lustre to his name
in New York harbor, and was sons he left a large and fertile farm. Jacob,
ferry-boat
comthan
the
Mr.
Blaine
virtue
which
passive
4E*°*Batks &. I.oikl, 34 Park Row, New York,
mends. The man who. good himself, permits never seen again.
Next Stanton, unable the fourth son, was the father of Rev. Alfred
are authorized agents for procuring adverti-emenis
for the .Jourual.
the bad. is not the man the times demand. The
and the grand-father ot the subject of
t.o bear his heavy load of remorse, seized Johnson,
Subscribers are
t<» take notice of the
date on the colored <Iips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 74, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
KEqd ES I ED ID SEE TH A 1 1 HEIR DA 1 ES ARE
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward tin* sums due

requested

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOB HALF A CENTURY.

a

ideal Senator is of a more heroic mould and
attempts to remedy evils, not content with a
lazy abstinent* from participation in them. \W
may not be able t>* attain the ideal, but should
try* for an approximation, which Mr. Ilamlin
certainly is not. We would not pluck a "ingle
sprig from the laurels which he lias won in publie life, but. in view of his candidacy for further
service, a neglect to make a fair discussion of
hi." points would be a dereliction in journalistic
dutv. Without favor and without prejudice the
legislature should enquire what his course in
the Senate for tin- past six years indicates as
to his probable action for the next six.

and went to a suicide's grave
there not a lesson in all this?

a razor

Is

this notice.

Rev. Alfred Johnson was born at

13 V AN OLD S 12 T TLE1L
CHAPTEXi

paper

was

public^

Mr. Rowe remarked that “if in his

XXXVIU.

Generalities.

thereafter conducted under the

ot G. C. and B. Griffin.
In bidding
farewell to his patrons and the

name

con-

farm r at Brunswick sowed wheat July i*t
last, and harvested a good crop Out. 12th.
A

(.181:3.)
nection with the Journal he had unjustly : The cranberry erop this year is good and the
quality excellent.
The sixth day of April, 184:3, was Fast offended
any one, he asked that forgiveWhat! I Vmocratie gun-firing and speech-conDay. Snow began to lull in the evening ness which he most freely accorded to
of the 5th and continued
in Vermont? This is too much, too
through the night those who had injured him”, lie devoted gratulating
much! [Washington Star.
and until afternoon of this tlav. It was his time to
his hills, forgiv ing
collecting
estimated that the (all was twelve inches and
being forgiven, until lSlti, when lie :il'cAll the gray -quirrels in the Alleghany region
at least in depth.
At tour i\ m. there was
migrating eastward, a circumstance unre-purchased the interest of George
not a sleigh-track visible on Church street. and the old name of Rowe and Griffin was 1 known to the luiui er- and naturalists since 1840.
The natural inference was that the good resumed.
Col. Hill} Wil-on, who commanded the fam >u- regiment, of
rough- from New York ;t\
people in that locality were complying
Our village, was enlivened on the morn- !
the war, died Saturday night.
during
with the request oi the Governor by dm
of
of
the
lbth
the
adj
.September by
ing
Mr. 1 rank Jone*,oi Portsmouth,it is thought,
voting the day to “humiliation, tasting and vent ot a caravan of wild beasts, birds will
lie tin*
prayer, and abstaining from all labor and and reptiles, preceded by a ear drawn by in the first Democratic candidate for Congress
district of Now Hampshire.
«

recreation inconsistent with the usual solemnities of the occasion.”
The Telegraph, Captain -I. 13. Coyle,
was the first steamer to put in an
appearance at our wharves this spring; shearrived on the first day of April. .She was
advertised to ply between this place and
St. John, X. 13., but did not long continue
on the route.
She was soon followed by
the Charter Oak, Captain S. II. Howes,
and the Huntress, Captain Thomas C.
Jewett. The first sailed under the advertised flag of the “Peoples Anti-monopoly,
Anti-corporation Line!!!,” and plied between Bangor and Boston, touching tor
awhile at Portland; the latter under the
tlagot the “Steamboat and Railroad Line,”
plying between Bangor and Portland and
connecting at the latter place with the
Eastern Railroad to Boston. Competition
ieu 10 a reuueuon oi rates tor
treignt anu
passage until the tare front this place to
Boston was only one dollar and fifty cents.
It continued until September when the
Huntress was taken oil' the route and the
“Anti-monopoly'' was swallowed by the
“Steamboat and Railroad.'’
After that
our only steam connection with Boston
was per Charter Oak, via Portland, and
Eastern Railroad,
i here was no small
amount of growling here on the occasion,

four

elephants

in harness.

A

large

eon-

people witnessed the exhibition.
The proprietors announced in their handcourse

ot

bills that their collection embraced “all
the animals in the United States!”
For several days this month there was
an exhibition at the Town Hall of wax
statuary, ot life size, representative of the
Fast Supper.
At the annual fall
meeting, held on the
lltli. the whole number ot votes oil the
gubernatorial ticket was iUs. tor HughJ.
Anderson, regular! v nominated dene.n-rali.
candidate, tiffs, for Edward Kavanagh,
irregular, 10’J, tor Edward Robinson. Whig,
ISP, for Appleton, Abol l'4. Mr. Anderson was the successful candidate: it wa
his first election to the office. Our fellow
citizen Joseph Beau, of the linn ot Furbcr

The Huston Traveler thinks that the. price of
potato*** and apple* will advance this winter.
The rot ha* made great havoc with both.

Timothy Collin*, fifty-five years old, waeru.-hed to death by the caving of a sand bank
on
Dutton -(reel. Hangor. lie h aves a wife
and several children.
An Indiana clerev man sm-d a newspaper I'm
libel and droppeil dead wi!hiu a week. The
Delroit Free Pre-- -ay- the-,* fellow* will learn
something by and bv.

Cluis. II. Dicker, a team-tcr of Calais, cut
liis throat with a ommon pen knife, making
verid different gashe-. and died from tie- elfe* t- about li\ e hour- after.

-i

Highway robber} i- -aid to have become
alarminglx freipientin New \ ork. and threaten*
to grow worst* with a l*ar<i winter an«l a large
population ou! of i-mpio}

Plainfield, Conn.. July 26, 1766, and graduated
A wicked man in Davenport, bring on hiaim iwirn,
elected lvepresentanve |.i
at Dartmouth College in 1785.
lie was settled
tin; Legislature; he was tlien known a- death-bed. wished u> consult .nine proper pel
'■>11
regai ding hi
future slate, and 111' trielid
over the Congregational church in Freeport,
doseph Bean.gd,there beingan< 'ther townHI a lire ai'iiiMiiee agent to hint.
<'ON 1 KMCI.ATKl) < H vNl.IY ON TIM: K.ULMe., sixteen years, and in 1805. became the
man older tliuu he of the same name.
iiijah.
Tin Iveniiebre Journal says a change
\ g* a mans Ic-pubbe m*. think that ii isn’t
In Oetober the erection of a one -tor.
is contemplated in tin* running of se\ eral trains second minister of Belfast, where he died Jan.
worth w idle to gel the old < art out of the gut
|
on the Maine Centra! Kailroad whieli will be
12. 1837, aged seventy years,
in the rear of the I’uitariau ehureh h*r.
distinguished
i hey think i! cio-apei i.i build a new one.
building
was complete.1: it was known as the lifvery favorably received by business men and for learning, genius and eloquence, ami for an
and pick a fresh load for it.
&£ -Iii sending money, state TH E P< >S 1 OFFICE
others who have occasion to travel. The Pulltarian
uncommon
to which the paper is seut.-^a
acuteness of metaphysical and
Vestry. Keligious sen ices wenman night train that now leaves Bajgor at 7
(. rare (> reel!wood doesn’t he!ie\ e in liquor Itheld in il for the lirst time on the evening
Id P. M. will leave at t dll. arriving in Augusta scriptural argumentation.’’
a beverage, but
'he says there is something
of tin- fifteenth of the same month,
it pleasant
Presidential Dignity.
at ti o'clock, instead of at 11. and reaching BosThe subject of this notice was born in Freein drinking just enough wine to make
was removed some fifteen
to
This is a back-handed blow at tlu* ven- ton at ti o'clock in the morning. The return port, Sept. 25, 1790.
one feel at peace with all the world.
His
years
ago
mother
was
the
Ex-Senator ,E U. Doolittle, lot many
Pullman train which now leaves Boston attt.20
Bridge street, near if ahlo Avenue, and
; orable Senator that lias uncommon force
t he 1'Yenejj bark Kli/.i 1 ’ne|i--r. detained at
P. M..(for Maine! will leav e at midnight, arriv- daughter of Gen. Ralph Cross, a distinguished and the
years a leading member <>t the republican
proprietor ol the Stage Pine be- now a school-house.
l.'oekland k.i- -dinel tWo lilOUtIts, on neeoiilit ol
in it.
The inquiry why tlu* declared re- ing in Augusta at s.l.Y instead of .at half-past merchant of Xewburyport, who served during tween this and
advertised that he
The
business
of
a recent speech in Wisconsin on |
n. -t s.
iu
Augusta
was
som,
irre-aiiar; \ in her pipers has been retwo
in
tinto
and
party,
ship-building
continuing through
morning,
the Revolution, and commanded a regiment at would
ot the intelligent and upright
lest'ed. ali d' liemd- :e_r dti'l her hav ing Oe.-o
carry passenger- lor one dollar and brisk this year as in the year preeedin:;
Bangor. These arrangement- wiil lie found the
the decline ot public virtue, the departure presentative
of
oue
of
surrender
Gen.
For
Bursovne.
settled.
at
arrive
Augusta in season to take the The only vessels built and launched,
state of Maine sat dumb and acquiescing more convenient for travel to Boston from this
from genuine republican simplicity and
section, uinl/'liable a person in Augusta to go to her time, she possessed rare accomplishments. steamer from that place to Boston on Mon- so far as the
Wei
kred hi Uruiissvu ,.
compiler remembers, were ! Dii' lit ndi,••
this iniquity, thrusts at .Messrs. St. John in one
also
isit
tltrough
to
v
and
Bangor,
day.
She died April 0, 1838, aged seventy-two. By day and Thursday.
The Charter (>ak was the
the growth of extravagance and luxury,
Arbella of about -too ton- >alurdas nigh I and bmuires were lighted in
ship
Lady
Hamlin and Ula’niea very ugly inrerroga- Wuterville or Skovv began, and return the same the Orthodox denomination
honor
of
Ih
--in Deiuoeralie victories.
The
through the state, here oil her last trip for the season on the burthen. the brig Mazeppu. of about 'Jim,
took as Ins example that part of the salaryday. This latter is getting over a dilUcully
Democrat' of i .y'it.iin a'i.so ech-brate in a sim1 lie m'/r steamer and the.
tion point.
( rosttof about .‘loo ; !
mother in seventh ol December.
which lias long existed, l'lii- arrangement will she was long an acknowledged
barque
liulph
ilar manner.
Grant
and
grab instigated by
engineered
also save Mi; miles eft raw 1 to t he road, as t lie
Israel.”
The only other child of Mr. John- Penobscot touched hereon the-jilth ol June they were all launched from the yard of i
Having laid the rule and plummet to forenoon and afternoon mixed trains
on the
Tit*- best diol
hear-; ■; lias been made in
on her way from Portland with
by lien lintler. which y ot remains a law
passengers Master Kolerson
< alai-. svheie a gem h-uia u lii-d. i i.
the Senator'-; course in reference to moral road will he discontinued. For the contem- son’s parents was Judire Alfred Johnson, born to attend
the Maine Conference of Chun hemiduight
the increase ot the president’s salary I rum
fin- Mails arriving and leaving during
in Xewburyport. Aug. 13, 1789, and wh > 'lied
and
new
time
table
convenient
the
at
the
darkness,
hi.u'h
of
very
dog, and the nex
the Tress next considers its effect plated are indebted
at Bangor.
On the L'hth she came down this
to Mr. I.. I.. Lincoln, Superhere Maivh 22. 1852, aged 02.
year were as tollows to and froui morning found the animal dead, the bullet hasSfo.ubo to Sot),uoo a year, on the plea that honesty,
public
the river on a pleasure excursion, called Thnmaston and
the fortunes of the party, and says— intendent of the road, vv ho-e indefatigable laBangor daily : our “West- iug nit him in 1 he throat.
Soon after the commencement of his lather’s
it was ‘necessary to support the diguily upon
here lor passengers, thence to Castine ern Mail"’ then went
However respectable and estimable a gentle- bors are a, way- direeled in the interests of tin'
I wo negroby the wayofThomeidi r -1 a hou-o near "auisbury
ministry here. Mr. Johnson, then a lad of til- where she remained a lew hours and astou : to and from
ot It's position and the hospitalities ot the man in* may In* himself—and we hu\ e no unkind public whom lie serves.
Augusta, ami Lilswoi Ih N ..for lie purp(.' of robbing all old man
teen,
obtained
as clerk in the store
employment
to
of
word
him—In*
is
t hence back to this place and Bangor, .she
The Portland and Bangor papers, we
"ay
conspicuously the
executive mansion." The tacts on which
tri-weekly; to and from Albion and l>f\- II r- fll'i d To tell svlinv Ids molleS ss ;ts. and
center and cohesive force of a set of men ob<>t' James Nesmith, the principal village trailer. was intended to
ol
lie uogr *es shot him iii the mouth,
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years he has been a prominent citizen. His vigor clasps, three of them broken.
At
nine
fall ?
tin; great number of tramping beggars
After the watchman returned, tint two A .little
the babe was
derzook raised his chin to have the noose
girl in vvle
aip
ous constitution and correct habits secured folin tiie morning seven cannon
o’clock
to
these
facts
that
the
was
By referring
men also
salary
vacancy. After the fourth of next March who are
stating that the trunk sitting was als. -trie k in the fa. e and
pervading the state, bound ;o ium an exemption from the diseases which usu- were tired, emblematic of the seven hail beenreturned,
adjusted. The clergymen then descended sufficient to support the president of our releft at the wrong office, and -nouldei
a ball
the steps of the scaffold, and while they public, >o long as we maintain republican ideas the count will be bravely altered, prob- sponge their living, with no inclination to
passing tin ugh het
thunders
that
announced
the
of
old
His
ally accompany
age.
opening
physical strength
should go to the Adams -Kxpres-.
and knocking
n.yii
chqjjk-s. cutting !e
were repeating the final in junction, “Trust and republican .simplicity of life and manners,
about in this way : republicans, forty- work.
the
seven
seals.
A
drum
and
ably
life
continued good, until within a short time before
bugle,
do not underatand me as wanting in respect,
i,
|. dyed 111 el
They loaded it into the wagon and ilis- j outiwo teeth. VV .,,! e
in Jesus." the drop fell. The rope straightmusic
furnished
lor
the
and
a
throe
occasion,
; democrats, thirty-one.
his death; and although his mental powers repersonally, to President Grant, or to His accomAa, as the -iced h* !
appeared, and have not been seen nee lace and neck
ened out with a thud and in a second he plished and most excellent
—The
Kennebec
substantial
dinner
Journal
talks
of
was
“those
for
provided
lady. If congress
mained unimpaired, within a few uiuutlis it be- plain,
Monroe soon afterwards let and tm k the been done she laid the
dying babe >n t
showed no signs ot life. The scene at the appropriates to the president a* salary of £50,all who were disposed to partake ot it.
idiots who are trying tor a re-establish
came painfully evident that his earthly course
evening train for Indianapolis, whet e lie lounge and bade George am to the village
—The New Hampshire Democrats are
execution ot the two murderers O’Mara 000, I do not condemn him for accepting it.
Sixteen sat down at the tabic ; four more was
at
was
The
safe
ment
of
the
State
and bring his mother
captured
flu; boy went, is
Constabulary in Maine.” was approaching an end. Surrounded by de- than sat at the table with Hint whose
midnight.
and Irving was without any particularly But it would have been far better not to have getting on their armor for the state camfor Chicago and contained a
made such an increase. I need not be told that
directed, but instead of tehing ot the alnoteworthy incidents. They were hanged the president and Mrs. Grant could not have paign. The convention will tie held on the \o wonder Joshua Nye wants to form a voted friends, and in the home which he had second advent the new Evangelist asserted designed
ol
amount
The
amount ol lair remained with lie: idi
money.
,a a
ing, when
tor the murder ot the mother anil sister of lived in
occupied since early manhood, lie awaited the had already occurred. Mr. Barrett re- large
new party.
good republican style, like those who 8th of January.
in the sale stolen from the Vmeri- both
parents aud himself returned home
inevitable summons with calmness and resigna- ceived his numerous visitors very courte- money
the former. They died very easily both preceded them, for $25,000 a year. They had
ean (express office
yesterday is -tat. 1 to A light was struck aud a moment sufficed,
—A Maine democrat, now in Virginia, tion,
being pronounced dead in ten minutes. been accustomed, in early life, to a small inously and conversed freely with all dis- have been To,unit dollars.
—The Democrats of Ellsworth held a
to reveal the sad sight.
Stretched upon
Fears of an attempt to rescue the prison- come; and Mrs. Grant like Mrs. Patterson,
so to do on the peculiar religious
“Till, like a clock worn oat with beating time,
us a paper with the election news of
sends
posed
could have maintained with elegance, dignity jollification meeting in the
the lounge lay the ghastly corpse ot tinThe wheels of weary life at last stood still.'1
square, last
ers had been entertained, they being memviews entertained and promulgated
and grace, the republican simplicity and manthat state, and inscribed on the margin,
by
A Mi i:iu.ii.
Mr. Johnson was twice married, first Dec. 1, him in his
The North Star learns that babe, the terrible wound in ils throat tilled
bers of the “Molly Maguire gang," and a ners of the White House. I refer to this in- week, enlivened by bonfires, music and
pamphlet.
to God in the highest.” To which 18311, to Miss Sarah Winslow,
some time the lirst of
August, a young with clotted blood, w hile its clothes were
daughter of BenLhe
month
of
there
was
a
squad of soldiers were sent from Scranton crease only as a fart to sho w to what extent the speeches. The Democracy have the right “Glory
During
duly
man by the name of Holier,
of Camden, who died Oct.
we fervently respond “Amen.”
to preserve order. No disturbance, how- lore of display and pageant, of luxury and
jamin
Cushing,
Esq.,
belonging in Completely saturated. Crouching in the
attributable
influenza,
very prevalent
corner was the wounded girl, who had pro
extravagance had token hold, of congress to to rejoice and be glad, if any party ever
name from 'Winn, where lie had
Canada,
one son, who succeeds to his
1843,
to
ever, was attempted, and everything passIS,
doubtless
sudden
leaving
and
extreme
very
—The crowds of men that were packed
pass such a law.
had.'
at work, having last winter worked
pared a rude I au.lage f" hcrseU. and tel
ed off quietly.
father’s name and estate. His second wife, to changes in the weather, but after the been
Imd in rue indescribable
for Mr. Trafton of Masardis
II. had w ith live hours sin
in the Navy Yard to help elect Gooch, and
fashion
of
all
time
attributed
to
the
whom lie was married in November, 1847, was
NaThe Portland Press undertakes to record
—There is no doubt that among the men
I rum her wounds.
Her face had
him
like
three
hundred
dollars,
pain
something
were promised work all winter have been
tional
Administration.
It was denominated
Miss Frances D., daughter of the late Hon.
What Ulysses Thinks of if.
the failure of a Democratic celebration in colonized at the Charlestown Navy Yard,
swollen so as to !.«■
areelv recognizable,
the “Tyler Grippe”; a '{/rip which was and was going home to his parents, lie
It was a double-barrelled William McLellau of Warren.
W.
discharged.
aud she was hardly able to sp. ak. Around
to Fort Kent on his way home, and
The con- Gherryfield, where it says the leaders en- for the purpose of aiding the election of
effectually unloosed at 'the Presidential came
Washington, ]>. t'., Nov.
swindle, that cheated the government and
crossed the St. John River, intending to the Hour were puddle- of blood, and in
election ol the year following.
ferences that have oceured since the elec- gaged a band, a supper for one hundred Gooch, were a lot oi shoemakers. The
to Little Fallsaud so home.
the workmen.
<)ne Sillier the walls was imbedded such ot the charge
—A cock that didn’t crow over the MassA course of Lectures on Phrenology go
tion between tlie President and leading and fifty, and only a baker’s dozen came. value of that class of workmen will be
Ouillett. also a Canadian, crossed the river as had not lodged in its victims
George
—The persons who rang the bells the other achusetts victory. The one in Ben Butler’s was delivered this montli by Doctor A
members of the Republican party do not The
with hint and went in his company, and acknowledged f
joke of the Press rather loses its point readily seen. The Lynn Reporter pokes evening, for the democratic rejoicing, did some
gud! and said he was
Bartlett. The.jecturos were illustrated by
give the latter much encouragement tow- when the record of the votes in 187.'! is re- lun at the
1
arrived
in
in
I
and
di
not
Canada.
bin.
me
them
or
three
of
tlie
eye.
This
in
two
Belief's
churches. 'J'lie
only
Navy Department in this style—■ damage
young
skulls, plaster casts and drawings of
ard the restoration ot the fortunes of the
fact is democrats don’t know lmw to behave in
—Boss «& Howell, of Bangor, are going heads, and public examinations. In Nov- father, not hearing from itis son, came when he tired.
It is said that an orucr was given to have the
ferred
and
is
it
seen that only twentyto,
to
be
seems
The
President
iirmly
a church.
partv.
[Kennebec Journal.
‘•marines” in readiness at a moment's warning,
ember Mr. C. P. Castanis, by birth a through in search of him, which resulted
convinced that it i- the managers in Con- five Democratic votes were cast in town ! one
to lie compelled to take to build a huger barge for summer excuras a serious fight, was impending bein finding his body two miles above Little j
ought
They
day,
Murder Will Out,
Greek, gave two lectures descriptive of
gress and not himself who are responsible Our friends of the Press should keep tween some of the workmen employed in the lessons from Kcv. 1 Kalloch or Brother sions.
on the Province side, with his head
Falls,
and
manners
customs
of
the
his
native
for the disasters of last week.
Senator
Navy Yard. Tie. difficulty originated between
1
he
Waterloo,
111., limes ha. an acbroken in with a club, and his monBeecher.
a number of shoemakers who were at work
Cameron returned to his home to-day, probability in view.
—The Portland Tress ami the Bangor country, the massacre at Seio, the place of badly
-i in.I pi.
count of lie :o
A
in
Iiminary examiney
the
gone.
a
the
keel
for
new
Part
good
of
these
iiis
many,
<So.
gunboat.
passing
laying
nativity,
They were exceedingly
convinced that the situation is hopeless
I! in
McMahon, a farmer, living
shoemakers were “pegged” workmen from Ab—The editor of the Kastport Sentinel Whig are engaged in throwing brotherly interesting. During the .same month and bridge where he was found, saw blood on ation
from his stand-point. The President flatmilt
There is trouble again in Arkansas. ingtou. while the remainder were “sewed”
from
e
thn
Burkeville, Monroe
bomb-shellsat each other. The Press has the month following a course ot-lectures the bridge, hut nothing was thought of it
lor the murder of his
ly refuses to attempt to second the party Gov. Baxter having turned over the ex- workmen from Lynn. A dispute arose between writes a letter home from Massachusetts,
as no one was
wife, on thi
but as soon as it j cmmly.
on Anatomy and
missing,
was delivered
a sort ot
them as to whether they would put a sewed or
established
leaders by the use of the appointing power
Physiology
ol
of
reasons
:uh
a
Jor
late
the
Swamp-Angel batteryvariety
giving
August, and subsequently burning
was known that the
man was missDoctor
voting
Calvin
author
of
several
by
Cutter,
and it looks as if something like a quarrel, ecutive office to Governor elect Garland, penned bottom on the new gunboat. The mat- radical
her
1 he parties had frequently
body
defeat, from which the reader can on Drummond Island, that is very annoy- popular worksou
in- was finally adjusted by deciding upon a ruing, search was made and Hie body found.
if not a break, between Grant and the Lieut. Gov. Smith claims that he was electanatomy and Physiology No
quarrel. I and on the ytb ,,f August h.
ble wire bottom.
doubt Oliillet knew Boiler had money
make aseleetion. It reminds us of Hood’s ing. Battery Hamlin replies with vigor, and anatomical outline
most sagacious Republicans in Congress ed for four
plates designed
sent his I'liildreu
They
years, in 1872, and when the
away on a visit
and burns a good deal of powder.
for use in schools, and families. One or killed him and dragged the body in!" Ihe
—lion A. P. Gould, of Thomaston, in tunny poena on a grave subject—
must ensue soon after the assembling of
returned the day following and were told
office is vacated by his superior it makes
woods.
more
lectures
on
a
ol
Mesmerism,
The sorrow in the Sentinel
subject
that their mot her had started tor Burkeville,
Congress At present the indifference
response to an invitation to attend the Au—The Portland Press thinks that “Bul- then
the President to the defeat of the party him Governor, lie has issued a proclamaAppeared to deeply striki—
attracting much attention, were given
since when she has not been seen or heard
celebration of the Democratic victothe
he
in.’’
dead
is
“Walk
lerism
a
natural
of
said,
gusta
Buchan“among
Mr.
Phineas
P.
•—File American House. Boston, was ot. On the
out-growth
and his utter refusal to share the responsi- tion, and claims that he will be sustained
by
(Juimby, illustrated
da; of her
And pick out whom you like.’’
letter—
the
sent
a
with
following
an Democracy.”
We hope it won’t include by experiments
subject when under damaged to the amount of# : l.tlen hv lire anee, Me.Mahon lired a alleged disappeai
bility, are most exasperating to the Re- by the President. This Garland resists, in ries,
log heap, some disthe
influence
of
mesmeric
Thomaston, AIk, Nov. 9th, lsTf.
sleep, as it in the attic on Tuesday evening.
publicans who converse with him.
—Judge Peters has recently heard an tlie fortune which Butler brought home
tance from the house, and kept it burning
which he is sustained by a large body of
would
me
it
was then
Lectures were given at
Genti.emkn.1
give
great pleastwo weeks.
It emitted a terrible stench,
application for the release of Bobbins, the from New Orleans. There isn’t much several ofstyled.
ure to be with you to-morrow in response to
the Churches by a Mr. Bowen,
militia, while Smith has no troops.
—Ben. Butler says he is going to attend which, when questioned, he attributed to
The Journal says that Wagner, in the
your invitation, but previous engagements Annie 15. murderer. The Judge declined doubt that it grew from the same cause
a blind man, on the education of the blind.
All good citizens, of
render it
to law. Clad of it.
He has been chickens which had died of cholera. SusState Prison, awaits calmly his iato, with
to release Bobbins, remarking that, if BobWith the discontinuance ol the Dock- whatever impossible.
which deposited Bradish Johnson’s silver On the Until of October Elihu Burritt, the strictly
must rejoice that the people
been recently aroused, departy,
the full expectation that the law will be
lawless
“Learned
has prob- picion having
thrown
off
a
long
their
lecture
enough.
was
a
in
at
will
he
last
arisen
miss
bins
a
sane
at
Blacksmith”,
the
its
was
have
majesty,
Benjamin
man,
gave
man,
land Globe,
public
guilty
tectives were employed to work up thedaily- the
ware iu N'eal Dow’s house.
executed upon him. Itis mind is not parof party, and demanding the purificathe
all
house
on
the
the
yoke
Baptist
he
meeting
wants.
Policy ably got
politics
It appears that after the
case.
edification through the letters of the Cam- tion of the administration. Corrupt and selfish and his confinement in the Hospital was
log Heap
ticularly of a pious kind, but he thinks
—This is the way in which the superflu- of Peace.
was burned, the
I ho Lancaster
leaders have lost their powers, and panto- none too severe a punishment; and, on
ground was ploughed
one of
that after lie is gone the Almighty will den correspondent.
They were full ol party
Intelligencer,
In the month ol August the oflice ol the
over,
but
statesmen have come to be appreciated
on
mimic
the
examination
ous
babies
in
Portland
are
other
day
disposed of,
the most inlluential Democratic
cause the guilty individual to come forth
if he was not of sound
new-s, shrewd comment on men and things at their true value. Let us take heed that we the other hand,
papers in several
Republican Journal was removed to
buttons and bones which
hair-pins,
to
the
columns
ot
and confess the dark deed, John Rogers
that
Remember
errors.
according
advertising
do
into
their
not fall
chambers in the brick building on Main Pennsylvania, nominates for U. K. Senator looked like
mind, as the jury iound in the verdict, the
and reminiscences, Interspersed with bits
linger bones, and part ol an
of Brunswick, who thought that the Lord
this is not a party victory of the people, and
the Argus—
street, then newly erected, now occupied from that state lion. Jeremiah S. Black— upper jaw bone with teeth attacked were
had missionary labor lor him to perform ol wit and wisdom, which made them very- that they will remain with us, upon the condi- Asylum was the proper place for him.
Another Baby. A tine, healthy, male babe,
on the ground floor by M. I'. Carter & Co.
results of
and a better one could not be made. The found. This led to the arrest ot McMahon,,
down in the State Prison, and thus caused entertaining. They were the most attrac- tion only, that we accept heartily the as it note Chief-Justice Appleton concurred in the four weeks old, can be had for adoption by On the 7th ol
the war’, and abide by the constitution
October Mr. Rowe, one of
decided majority which the Democrats who was held to answer. Great excitehim to be sent there, thinks that his mis- tive feature of the
tender
some
who
mourns
her
decision of Judge Peters, adding that
mother,
own, or its
paper; and if is no se- is; acting upon our old maxim, the Union and
ment prevails in the neighborhood. Mcproprietors, sold his interest in the have
other person who will bring it np tenderly.
sion has ended, and i?begging for execuany
Constitution as they are, right or wrong.
in the Legislature renders certain
British
was
due
the
of
to
Governand
brother
oflice
to
something
cret that the author was X. C. Fletcher,
George C.,
Mahon is well advanced in lilt and ha-,
It is a sweet little darling. Apply tit the Greeley paper
tive clemency, that he may go Into other
Y»urs truly,
ami
the
his
the
election ol their candidate.
ment in the disposition of the case.
Hospital op Portland street.
copartner Benjamin Gridin,
A. p. Goi t.li.
growu children.
fields of labor.
Esq.
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Have you a severe wren-hor sprain ? have \ on
rlieumaiism in any form? Have you -till neck,
or hunches caused
h> rheumatic pains. If so
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment is a specitie reinu-ed
edy,
internally and external!)
A

large cider
gallon d.a!! v

worn

cause

it

out

once

IMPORTANT
j

is like ancient 11 recce be.Solon (sole on).

a

We often m e a large stock of cattle which do
not seem to thrive and come out “spring poor",
all for want of something to start them in the
right direction, one dollar's worth of Sheridan*'. Cavalry Condition powders, given to
such a stock oeeatiomdly during the winter,
would I" w i>rth more ban an exira half bui of

yet!
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single
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quality from

Cool)

7c per

Dancing

yards long,
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Schi;n<jk.’8 Mandrake Pills,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Consumption
Frequently medicines that stop a
cough will occasion the death of the patient; they
lock up the liver, stop the circulation of the blood,
hemorrhage follow-, and in fact, they clog the action
of the veiy organs that caused the cough. Liver
«
omplaint and Dyspepsia are the causes ot twothird-of the cases ui Consumption. Many persona
complain of a dull pain in the side, coustipation,
coated tongue, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling,
of drowsiness and restlessness the food lying heavily

the stomach,accompanied with acidity and belehiiu up wind. These symtoms usually originate
from a di-ordered condition of the stomach or a
torpid li\ er. Person® so atfected. if they take one or
two heavy colds, and it the cough in these cases be
-uddenlv cln eked, will hud the stomach and liver
clogged, remaining torpid and inactive, and almost
before they are aware the lungs are a mass of sores,
u.11'1
ulcerated, tin- result of which is death.
Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
dm
not contain opium or anything calculated m
ch< ck a cough -add nly
Seiie nek's Seaweed Ton.e
di-soiv. tiie It"»d, mixes with the gastric juices of
the -tirnach, aids digestion and creates a ravenou®
api'ftite. \\ In n die bowel- are costive, skin sallow
or the symptoms otherwise of a bile us temiency
Sen ude- Mandrake Pills are required.
1'!.conn divines are
[in-pared only bv
I. IE SUliENCK & So\.
N. I corner Sixth and Arch streets, Philn.
And are for sale by all druggists and dealers.
D-. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, B<»SI'liN. oil the l'o]'..,wing W'KIiNi -DAYS.
October 7th
and l*1si, No.-emLi-i idiiivul Is: h. and December gd,
Kith and :jut 11.
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Sleighing.

[Itoim Davenport Democrat.)
When we feel inclined to growl at the aparUproach of winter, with its icy Masts, its nipping
U 5
frosts and its inclemency, we forget one glorilomer
ous prhilege which it brings along, and whkh
her
home.
Unity.
When
cannot be enjoyed at any other season.
Re*
-lames D. Bixby. late of Medford, has the snow, the beautiful snow. ha>
wrapped a
been *un v-.! by the l nitarian Society, us Pas- shroud around each naked tree, and spread a
t ii-.aiei w i: comim ii"* hi* ministrations in four i carpet of purest white over our western prairies, then comes the exilerating, joyous, invig•• 1- iv-. l
-.j.
a-i Subhat:
Air. Bixby lias made
orating sleigh ride, over the crisp, glistening,
verv
avmalii- impression in the few Sab- frozen snow With a spanking team, a dashing
cutter, a peal of musical bells, a complete out.Mi- tha
ha- occupied the pulpit, and will
! tit of furs and wrappers, and a—well, never
ic
cl
in -t acceptable Pastor.
mind,—by your side, tell of what summer's
out-door enjoyment, can equal a sleigh ride in
i.■.
Wi
!u.(
tv ently several
papers the clear,
dry, bracing rir of an Iowa morning
»ck
'!••• u.rgc yields of wheat in their or
moonlight night. But to enjoy this prop;••••• ’i_
will now make a statement, on erh your euttei must be no heavy, homemade affair, like the family bedstead set upon
tlu awi1 -of Col. Hiram Chase of this city,
runners, but a thing of beauty, light yet strong;
-.••*. of Morrill, has raised the past
i rank
comfortable as a parloi rocking-chair in the
.oand two-tbirds acres of land seat, the runners curved into a line of grace,
season fr«»f.i
and i: .' in «- bushel- <>f -cod, ninety-one and and all the fittings in harmony and strength.
Kimball’s Celebrated Portland Cutters are just
one-half bushel", of first-quality wheat, or
the thing. When a man can refer to every
of
flour!'
It
to
make
fifteen
barrels
enough
business man in bis state as his general referNation vurvtv. How is that ence, and to the whole continent as his market,
wa-of th I.
must produce something of extraordinary
lie
for Waldo;
merit, and this, Hon C. P. Kimball, of Portland,
Maine, does. He manufactures nine different
A teamster-driving from this eitv to Monroe,
kinds of cutters, from the business man's or
on Wednesday of last week, took on a
couple livery, strong, light, and durable, either trimof men from the east side, together with a tent, med or not to choice, to the new st\ le trotting
lines, und ali th* livings lor a fishing excursion. sleigh: verv light, high and elegant, careiuily
upholstered, and superior to anything made in
Depositing them on the shore of Goose Pond, the States. Kimball can offer every variety in
he continued hi.- journey to Monroe. Later in every form of economical taste or costly elethe day on his return he called on his passen- gance. Single sleighs, double sleighs, straight
backed, round backed, high for sixteen-hand
ger". when a most deplorable sight met his
trotters, and low, lolling, easy ponev sleighs
There, within the tent, stretched upon for the ladies and children. These cutters vary
gaze.
in price from $05 to $350 and each the best of
the floor, iay both men dead drunk, the tent on
the kind. They can be ordered through the
tire, and ih --oat and cap of one of the victims
office, and will be shipped under contract
pout
burning on hi.- person—all unconscious. He at very low freight figures. Kvcry -loigh is
was just in time to save them from a wretched
warranted, and any person intending to lie
fat*1, that would have been brought on by their thoroughly
prepared for the coming snow,
should at once apply to Hon. <P. Kimball, at
own folly.
Portland, Maine, for an illustrated ‘price list,
I H1' < ‘» ::t: \.
Tin* .Journal was printed too | that he may choose for himself.
i!1
g*\ e a ii'>1 *e of the opera of Martha,
Probate Court.
a- rendered by the Boston English Opera Co.,
la-1 week. It w a- ■« genuine trea« to every one An' FiH'ltLoi x:I!, Judge,—B. r. FIELD, Register.
soui r« sponsive to music.
The scenery
with
The following business was transacted at the
ate. and the costumes of rare eleas app*
November Term of said Court
Mis- Si kies, by her youth, grace and
jan -c.
Ad.ministratjon on Estatk <*i- William 1).
j<
riehne-- of iier pure soprano voice, won the Sanborn, date of
YVintcrport, Victoria M Sanborn
is* art- 'i all listeners, in her part of Martha. Administratrix.
1 !»** gem of the evening was when, with a rose
G» aiidian ai pointed—William Stevens over
1

.•

■■

..

■

—

In
hand, she sang the touching ballad,
Mom•
Mrs. Barry
Last ltos* ot Summer.
"U"tai»«‘d th* part of Nancy very finely, with a
playful archness that was very taking. Mr.
Pay.son, who-* v**j.-i* is a powerful bass, is a

in

apilai

i*>r.

tilled the part of Plunkett
most u*-<-epial*!\
Mi Clark, tenor, has a sweet
and weii modulated soi<-*\ which lie made very
■••fleet Be. 1 be house v\ >- tilled by one of the
largest ami most appreciative audience that it
#*ver

a*

..a*!

contained.

liurkett has i* turned from the western markets, having mad** large purchases, as will he
seen l*> liih advertisement in another column,
and i- now prepared to give better bargains
Than ever.—II. II. Johnson & Co. are ottering
♦'xtra inducements to purchasers, and have a
See their notices.
very full and selected stock.
Miss Wethcrbee invites attention to her new
Her store is

always

favorite resort
for the ladies.—Rooms to let by M. A. Cullnan,
—A. B. Mathews wants it understood that he is
selling metalic burial cases of the same pattern
as were formerly sold hv Field a
Mathews.
—Havner announces the fourth hop iu his popular course of assemblies Friday evening. Al-

goods.

a

gift ball Thanksgiving Eve., in which the
holder of ticket- are liable to draw a turkey.
See his ady.
se

a

minor heir of Harriet A.
License
—Luther

Clough,

ro

Bayleylate

of

on

L<i

a

it..--

<•

Troy; minor In ir of .John B.

lute of Montville.

Inventories

filed

on

Estates

or-Rufus

Drake, late »>f Lincolnville; .Samuel Grant, late of
Stockton; Rhoda A. Mitchell, late of l.’nity: Om ii
T. Edmonds, late of Burnham; John Small, late of
1
Searsport; minor heir of John B. lough.
Accounts

\l lowed on

Estates of—Samuel M.

Colcord, late oi Searsport; Howard Griffin, late of
Stockton, Joseph Smart, late of swanville; William
Bassick, late ot Waldo; S. I. Roberts, late of Stock
late of Waldo;
ton; minor heir of Henry Whitney,
minor heir of David Y\ Brier, lute ol Belfast.
Wills Probated or Reuben Hills, late of
non
Lincolnville, in which he bequeaths to his
Emulus A., all his real and personal estate on condition that he supports him during the remainder of
his days, pay all his just debts, and certain legacies
to Ills

children, amounting to $1150.
Caleb Lamb, late of Searsmont, in which he gives
to his wife all his personal estate, and bequeaths

his farm to her during her natural life; at her
decease his sun Caleb Jr. to have two thirds of what
may remain; his daughter Josephine D. Douneii

njnths, and his son George T., one ninth.
Allowance made to widow on Estates of—
Samuel Grant, late of Stockton; Ralph Devereux’
late of Prospect; William P. Piper, late of Sears
port; Elisha Evans Jr., Inb- of Palermo; Francis <
Chadwick, late of Palermo.
two

\

r.

no

Liniments will not ivs\v el ling they will not
no

lameness wlii- h

The\ have ]»ro' ‘needmore niiv-s
neuralgia. lock-jaw, pnEy,
sprains, swellings, caked breasts, seal«l--.burn-,
salt rheum, curm-he. An*.. upon the human frame,
and of strains. >)•;•.' in.galK, &«■., upon animals
in mu* year than have all other pretended rem<«'

rheumatism,

edies since the world began. 'They are counterirritant. all-healing pain relievers.
Cripples
throw away their crutches, the lame walk
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the
wounded are healed without a soar. The re«-ipe is published around ( aeh bottle. They scdl
soli he
a- no anieles ever before soh.l, and they
cati>t
they do just what they pretend to do.
Those who now >utler from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to sutler if they will not use
Liniment, white wrapper. More than
1 Oihi certificates of remarkable cures, including
fro/, n limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumor.-.. Am., have been received. We will
nd .! circular containing certificate*, the re*
C. u’aur

gratis, to any one requesting it. One
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is
worth one hundred dollars for sweenied horses
and mule-, or for screw-worm in sheep, stockowner.-—these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should be without them.
“White wrapper for family use ;v Yellow w rapSold by all Druggists.
50
per for animals.
••-ms per bottle; large bottles. SI.00. .F. B.
Ruse a C»». 5u Broadway, New York.
opr. a

e*-.'--*«tJecji^v<s.assa«e3raa. mmcmm'i

It contains neither minerals, morphine
alcohol and is pleasant to take. Children
D is
need not cry and mothers may rest.

sleep.

til*i/ond
paid for }

n-

must ti

j

El

1

Cattle 2070. Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and
31 ilcli Cows, 427. Eastern Cattle, 41:1
]'rices of Beef Cuttle, per 100 lbs. live weight. Extra quality $7 2au7 75; first
$0
O'E
second quality $0 OOaO 57 ; third quality $5 25a5 5;
poorest grade of coarse!>xen, Bulls, &c.. $7, 50u5 00.
Brighton Hides—bab l-2c per lb. Brighton Tallow
GuG 1-2 perlb.
Country Hides—7 E2abc per lb. Country Tallow
7 l-2a0c per lb.
Culf Skims—14alae per ib. Sheep and Lamb Skins

quality

_50a7

75ea$1.25.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of lpr. gth 7 ft
2 in. $1*5; 1 pr, 0 ft. l‘> in. $105; 1 pr, 7 ft. 0 ir. $M5;
1 pr, G ft. G in $lbo-. 1 pr, 7 ft., $19.); 1 pr. G ft. 4 in..
>12‘; ;
pr. 7 l't., $175; 1 pr. G ft. 9 in., $140: 1 pr. G
ft. G in. $120; 1 pr, 7 ft. 2 in., $205.
Store Guttle -Yearlings $lluJ9: two year olds $1G
a> three year olds $25a45 per head.
Milch Cows—We quote extra at $55at 5; ordinary
$25:i5o per head.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
Maine
light supple, all owned bv butchers. From
there were’.NX) <heep ami Lambs. >heep cost from

Lambs from 5 1 2aG 1-2 pei lb. Trade for
5aGc
Northern Sheep and Lambs about tin- same as that
oi la>t week.
Swine—Store I’igs wholesale, G 1 .'u7c perlb. retail, 7u9e per;!!», f at Hogs, Hi,90" at market ; 7 1 2
a? '■>-Ic per lb.

PRICE

CURRENT-

Correetal We ekly for the Journal.
Hi.i.fast. WodwsdHY, .Nov. It,
ioauu
.uuaiu.uu Hounu nog,
I lour,
<'urn Meal,
$1.10a00 Clear bait Pork,
$*»7a2S
Mutton
Tab
5?l.^JaOO
.Meal,
Rye
per lb.,
Sab
$1.25a00 Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
1-OMiOO Turkey per lb.,
lialO
Corn,
Chicken per lb.,
V.’a’ ti
liarley,
:.*.2aa2.:.j Duck per lb.,
lOaH
Beaus,
10a 14
Marrow fat Peas, i.lw*i].<!a tjcese per lb.,
n.jaOO ILiyperton,
(hits,
Mu55 Lime,
$l.c>oa0.C0
Potatoes, new,
CkiOtJ
hOttOO Washed Wool
Dried Apples,
MMabu
fOuaO l nwashed Wool,
Cooking Apples,
I Mat o
-wa33 Pulled Wool,
Butter,
TaoO
1 Tilth Hides,
Cheese,
Calf .Skills,
14auo
Kgg».
I.'-’a
$75a
Skin.-,
1/alh
Sheep
Jam),
$ti.0< a0.00
''all Hard Wood,
Beef,
l.OOaC.CO
Soft
$
~»u.00
Wood,
Baldwin Apples,
4: 5
7a0 Dry Pollock,
Veal.
CCftb
ru0 Straw
Dry Cod,

:,'u

NOTICES.

TaTciFEiis^oF-aTma

IM bi tsueo vs a warning and for the benefit of
Yni’Ni! Men and others who suffer from NKIt
VOLS DKBILHY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc.,
of Self-Cure. Written by one
supplying the mm ns after
undergoing considerable
who cured himself
and sent free on receiving a post paid di-

quackery,

rected envelope.
Sufferci' are invited to address the author.
XATHAMKL A1AYFAIK,
i’- U. Box i:< ‘. Brooklyn, X. \
OmolOsp

■

luwer priet

PURCHASING !

Al a Probut
Court held
the <'.c,mty ot Waldo,
November, A. It. l*?4.

Only £.'.,00 per pair.

daj s.
in

st.
(Borg*-. N-e
aged ''* \Yur- ;

son,

HAND AT

LOW

PRICES.

Bent's

NEWS*

SHIP
POUT

3

Cnderllaimels !

splendid assortment on band.
qualities and prices.

A T

All

No. 2, Peirce's

20

OF

The subscriber
the

«-m-h

only

50 CENTS EACH,

Oood Ciiecked FiainnT onh
1 vtrn

vai'd.

; Boots, Shoes

Heavy,
the yard, only :'7 i

■>

lo<:

per

grade selling

vi-.nv

!GOODS

&

lease Call ruul Examine.,®

i.t.w

4.0 PIECES

Bellast, Nor. 4,

v

l£. Earl, Cunningham, Bangor; Eveline, West,
Surry.
IE Lillian ID an, Boston; Nathan Clifford, Car-

ter, New York.
10.
3Iur* Farrow.
Pattprson. Boston
tain*

1

Bangor,

(Sen.

find

TURKEY

GIFT

Before

!

-A T

PEIRCE’S

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,Noir. 25th!
THANKSGIVING EVE!

Every person purchasing

hand and arriving,

WOOLEN
Only

NEW

i

OLD

HOSE !

25 cents per

For *ule at Havner's

Saloon, after Friday Nov. 20th.

pair.

For Children, in Great Varieties. Soiling from 12 I-2e to 87c.

H-AND K2STIT

Worsted

Having returned to thi- city, and purchased
1>. Field Furniture Store and Stock, would m.n >.:.
to the public that he intends to sustain tie
ei t‘<vorable reputation ol the establisnim if U\
eon-iantly on hand a new and nice a.-.-!ur him,: :
such articles as are usually found in a

Full 1 in<1 of :i!l qualities -elliiig al
jirioes to suit the times.

H. H. JOHNSON & CO

A, B. MATHEWS,
NO. 70 MAIN STREET.
-IJ A S-

Sacques

no CENTS EACH,

"ame

patterns

sold bv
MATHEWS.
as

were

FIFI.D &

100 PAIR BLANKETS!
.JEST

RECEIVED AT

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
-A T

purchasing

elsewhere.

Notice.
persons indebted to the subscriber by note
or account will please call and settle immediately, or find them lodged with an attorney lor
collection.
J. l. HAVNER.
To be found at his residence, corner of Cedar and
Franklin Streets.
3w30.

ALE

to which
rich

lien and Boys*
Selling
la uge

very cheap.

j

a

articles that may
attention is called ate

special

t;<eu!i
new
in.■<

:.

-!.
<n,d

recent-

FEATHERS.

Stamped Rug Patterns!

PA It LOR

SUITS ?

the

Best thing in Market of the Kind.
Brackets, Picture Frames, Tables of all
Kinds, 4c., 4c.

Gaskets 1

Both wood and metalic of any

style, and COFFINS
on hand, or readily obtained.
MR. II. D. Hankerson an experienced cabinet maker and first rate upholsterer
always on hand
where work in his line is required to be done with
neatness and despatch, for he is one who well understands all the details of the business.
4.-$“Renieiuber the place and number. Old stand
of C. 1). Field, No. 11 Phoenix Row, Belfast.

constantly

J. L. LOCKE.
Nov.

in, liCl.

fimosUi.

hand.

The argument will be used that our
patrons, cannot get what we advertise at
the prices. To such we wish to make the
statement, that we have the foregoing
amount of goods on hand at this date, and
pledge ourselyes, that each and all shall
secure what we advertise in quantity,
quality and price.
We never have made prices we do not

READ ! READ! REA I)!

WOUKINGMEN,
don’t fail

At a Probate four- held at Belfast, wit In n and tor
the bounty T Waulo, uii the aiooud I’uesUay ol
A D
ic l.
oOV.-mbe
Upon tiu- fcreguing Petition, order'd. That tlu:
peiitiom-r giv« mure* t<- all p»-r-o»H interested bv
rder there
a this
causiiu; a cop' .* -aid petition,
on. to be j.ubi slu-u tiiree work- successively in the
nted
a
at
Belfast,
that
Journal,
paper
j.r
Republican
they may ap| a- m a Probate Court to be field ut the
e
second
Beit'aafur> -uni. m
Probai- o:lic*
a' ?,
>»‘cloi k ;n ;m- tore.
fin-silav •»!' Dec mher
!ia
noon, and sin vv oiit-e, i! any tl
why the
name should not in graured.
AM\ f il! RLOC ii Judg*
B. I*, i
V true ,;opv. \M>Register.

our

store and examine Tin

We have an entirely new stock on hand f
Fall and Winter trad*- comprising among
others—

l-

rr;,.
mi-

MEN'S & BOYS' THICK BOOTS

!

Best Hand

Boxed Toed calf Boots!

Made,

Griershon’s best French Kids.

P.

Ware's Best Button Boots !

Ladies’

Fnglish Walking Boots

SCOTCH EDGE. This is something en
tirely new and cannot fail to suit.

Rubber Goods of all Kinds!
We purchase
and

goods only of the be*t makers
sell them as low as any ttrm
in this city.

our

can

CALL AND EXAMINE
and ask

our

prices.

Wt are now prepared to mend rubbers without
PA f( iil.Nti, bv a new* process.
We are the only
ones in town who hold the right to mend rubbers by
thin new invention. Bring In sour rubbers and try it.
Store aider Jolknai. Oh F* E, Custom House

squa*CATI'S & STICKENY.
Belfast. Nov. 5, IsH.—tf IS.

PROVIDENC E

RIVER OYSTERS!
RECEIVED EVERY BOAT
—

A T

O. 3R.. ID A VIS'.
j

Hayford Block, Custom

House

Sq.

H. L. LORD
II A S

JUST

RECEIVED

A FRESH SUPPLY OF FINE

OVERCOATINGS
-A X 1>—

SUITINGS!
WHICH HE WILL MANTTACTURE

•'

ui'ru»—osga——

Pi- rC.

I'nitt-l

tin

Court

™

District

Mat’s.

of

| To

Order !
-IN' THE-

LATEST STYLES!

1

1

1

Belfast, Nov. 11, 1*71—lit

v

..

1

District Court
Maine.

1

A NEW
-IN

I)-

District ol

of the United Stated.

HANDSOME
OF

ft Petition has*
presented to the Court, this 7th day ot
C.
X»
Isaac
smith,
by
formerly of Brooks,
a
Bankrupt, individually and as a member of the
lirm of Xesmitli
Huxford, praying that he may be
decreed to have a mil dhrharg. from all his debts in-

and

copartnership, provable

under

A N I)

and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in
said District, once* a week, for three successive weeks,
and once in the Weekly Bangor Courier,the last publication to be thirty
ays at least before the day
of hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts .uid other persons in interest, may apand show cause, if any
pear at said time and plm
said Petition should
they have, why the prayer
WM. P. PREBLE,
be
not
granted.
Clerk of District Court for said District.
:.u "i
TT

T ~l TTI

TT IT1II ■ IH 11111 1

—

the

Bankrupt Act. and upon reading said Petition.
If is Oki-i.kk!' by the Com t that a hearing be had
upon the -ame, on the first Monday oi March A. D.
;573, before the Court in Poitlund, in said District,
at 10 o'clock. A. M., and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before Chas.
Hamlin, 1- mi.. Register, on the 17tli day of December 1*7 I, .rid the third meeting of the same on the
17th dav of December, 1*74, and that notice thereof
be published in the Bangui Daily Whig and Courier

JJCSri

_

CROCKERY

spills

dividual

LOT

Bmkruntcv
^‘^Kruptcj.

1 been
Xov. 1*74,

S HEE TING. EL. INNE1. s,

HIM—1|——n

GEO. A. PRINCE & CO.

FELT SKIRTS «£• PRESS GOODS
At

prices

lower than

can

he found in

the city.

H. H. Jolmson Sz Co.

Organs &Melodeons
The

Oldest, Largest, and Most Perfect Manufactory
in the l uited States.

STATE

SELLING LOW
-A T-

J. C. THOMPSON’S.

G. W. Burkett & Co.

CASTINE, ME.
WINTER

TERM will open Dec.
continue ten weeks. Tuition and
THE
Books Free. Board in

use.

Instrument

ever

obtained the same

Popularity.
1st., anil
Text

mum-

For

Now in

No other Musical

families and clubs reasonable
partiouars address,

SWl*\lp®. T- FLETCHER, Principal.

4L$-,Scnd for Price Lists.
Address

4w20
1*1 I F

PROVIDENCE

RIVER OYSTERS!
RECEIVED EVERY BOAT
—

54,000

NORMAL SCHOOL!
BLOCK

visit

to

PR IXTS, MEMNA X TS.

Now is the time to secure Extra Bargains. Polite attention to one and all.

BELFAST, MAINE.

••

L.

re-.

11

a

j.r**i:-»nm

■

Chamber Sets in Chestnut, Ash and Pine, veil
rich ornamentation, or plain, as may be desired; Sofas, of various patterns and
styles of upholstering, Chairs of all
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, &(.

including

POUND PHI NTS!

IIAYFOR1

Guardian

In th»- matter of ISAAt C. ,\LSWear! Wire Net Mattress ! i Mifil. ISBankrupt.
TU GIVI'- XOTICT that

We show

one

FARMERS,
MECHANICS,

Count'

Fred

TICK ika’
11 > i,1 \ 1.
petition has
'-urt, t hi-7th day of Nov.
pre>» nted to a'**; s
Thaddeus I. Hu>.; nl, ot Brook-, a Bankupt individually and as a member ot the firm of
>. smith \ Hu\foni, praying thin lie may be decreed
to ha11
fall disobarg* tr«r, ..!i his debts, Individual
and copartnership. provable under the Bankrupt
Act, iiml upon reading said Petition.
[
UitDL.iiKi' by the f our: that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the tir-t Monday of March A. I n
1 -, i, before the ( ourt in Portland', a -aid District,
at
k, A. M.. and that the second meeting of
the creditors of -aid Bankrupt, i»- In-id before t hus.
Uamlic, L>q Register. ..m the 171!-. day of December
*;•), and the third meeting of the same on the 17th
day of Decembe: >7-1, and thai notice thereof be
published in the Bangor Daily Whig and Courier and
the Republican .Journal, newspapers prime- in said
District, oncv a week for three sin oe.-sive we ks. and
once in the Weekly Bangor Courier,the la-1 publication to be thirty days at least before the dayoi hear
iug, and that ai creditors who hav- proved their
debts and other persons in interest. may appea*
-aid time- and place, and show cause, ti any tin.
have, whv the l-ra'ci of said Petition should not be
WM. P. PKFBLL,
granted.
dw co
clerk of District Court for said District.

NATIONAL

DOMESTIC PAPER PATTERNS

>

i.lillT IN,

for the

'-fit-

iaid minor i- seized of a certain parcel of
land, situate in Ma'i'kiun and km-wu as the home
-tend'd e.aid deceased, subject to the widow a right
oi iowei therein—that the interest of said minoi
a "tie ot the same.
would be prom- ted
VV
grant him n liceu-* !•-> sell and convey said real ea
title of said
including tin- reversion ot the
at public or private sale.
Widow's dovv ;■ tii' .to
• HAKJLl.s
L. o RIFFIN

h, Tl i

REASONABLE BATES.

Burial

on

of if

uu,

I
^pilD
3 Peen

What-Nots, Mirrors, Bedsteads, Spring
Beds of Various Kinds, Mattresses,

having
large purr/utsc.

assortment,

ly made

Judge

BANKRUPT NOTICES

C L A S S

manv

ot
-eats that

meet.

IP^ISTIG PRICES!
Fall and examine before

AT

Among the

-F C) R-

Constantly

Burial Cases !

Metalic

j

Walnut Chamber Sets

$2.50 EACH.

GEN TLEMEN’S

UNDERWEAR

STORE!

OT. 2_i. LocKe

WOOLENS

$1.00

OPENING

BALMORAL IIOSE ! j Furniture Store I

:

tickets

1

GOODS I

F I l it S T

Fourth Dance ]

iHavner’s Full Orchestra !

!

a:

*

FELT SKIRTS!
ivTUSIC

call

New and Fresh stock!! I

LADIES’ AND GENTS’

ticket to the* above
Ball has one chance in four to take home a
nice fat Turkey for Thanksgiving.

Drawing

to

-WITH A-

lOO DOZEN

a

«i Turkey at the

advantage

purehasihg their

DRY

from 8» to 820

-A X D-

:B J&. L Xjb

for their

:t

-OF AX-

on

To the Honorable
of Waldo
K.

H. H. Johnson Si Co

MADE SACQUES !

tUec*‘unty of Waldo, deceased, by giving b md as tinw directs; she therefore ’.cquest-all perse-us who

Partridge. uiiuo: del: »f dames A. Partridge,
C’lHAliLK'*
PURCHASERS I hue
ectfuih repre
Mod:
in said C >uuty

waterproof.

Will be sold for less cash than ever.
V splendid assortment on exhibition.
Prices from 88 to §50.

Constantly

ami with hardly an exception '-very
them the best stock in town.

1

i

INDIA SHAWLS !

1

GRAND THANKSGIVING

BOOTS & SHOES!

gives public notice to all
r|MlF sub.scri.bei ix-n
concerned .ha -tie has been duly appointed and
taken upon ..er.-eif the '.rust of Administratrix of
die estate of
WILLIAM I> SAN BORN late of Wiuterport,

-Gw-r.i

deceased
estate :o make imindebted to
mediate payment, and those who have any demands
ther* on, to exh: k>,'t ihe same Tor settlement to her.
VK J UKI A M -AN BORN.

PAISLEY & STRIPED

READY

Wear-

are

are

Those in want of a waterproof would do
well to examine our stock. We give
■x Domestic Paper pattern to
every

.Meade,

Kxtraordinary

1S/4

People
ing

Street.

CELEBRATED

£\

WATERPR( )OFS!

*o

Attraction

:

Main

17

Belfast, witidn and for
the second Tuesday ot

At a probate Court held at Reliant, within and for
ounte ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
the
November, A. D. fsi
corta.i'
instrument purporting to be a copy ot
\
ie last
will and •.e-’ament ot Abigail <’uu
I
of Buitim-re in th -Tate of Maryland,
hit*
uiiigl.ain
tiie Probat- rhereof. in said Mate
d*' eased, and
..1 Mary .and do v nut Uenticat* •!. hav ing been pre
»euied i-.o !11• j.-urpo.se -*t being allow ed. filed and reourt tor our suid Coutirv, by
•:orded in the Probate
T. A. « uauingham, the Lxecuior itn-rein named.
notice
Ordered. I nut tile -aid Cunuhigham giv
to all persons interest*-*! by
causing a copy ol
this order i*.* be publishe*i three w*«x- successively in
the Republican Journal, printed ut Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probat* Court, to be held at
Belfast, wm ;i. and for su'd County, on the -eeoud
Tuesday of Jrtni! rv uexr, at ten of the clock before
noon, and-,..ow cause, if any they have, why the
pray er of the petitioner s mould not be granted.
<\ A
J H L Ii LU C C« 11. Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P Filh\ Register

In
la

Walter}!

SAILED.
W. Ellig, Ferguson,New I oi•
Nov. 1"
<du.John C. smith, id w. Jones, St. John, Columbine'
Lake, Windsor, -hi] Frank Pendleton, Nichols
New Orleans.
Ji.
Sells, s. M Bud. Merrill, new
Rockland

at
on

j
j

nice qualitv, only tide
Former price 75e
per yard.

a

will be neatly

■

Heavy,

of

care

executed.

GATES ft STICKIETS

i'robate
ourt heid at Belfast, w ithin and for
a
tin- Co..:1.!) of Waldo, ou the .v.-coud Tuesday ol
November, A. D-, lsT4
RAH !’. IIARRIMA.V, wioow of Dearborn
it Harriman. late of Prosuect, in said County of
Wauiu. uect used, having presented ,i petition that
be ussigued her out of the real eser may
j her L;->.'-aid
deceased
| late of
hat
d.
1
the
said .-arah I’, give mdlcetoall
orden
j
i persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
: ! e
three
weeks
successively in the Repubp-.blished
! Ii-.in Journal, printed at Belfast, that they rnav
up.
to
be held at Belfast, within
ut
Court.
a
Probate
j pear
and tbr said County, on the second Tuesday of
l •- c*■ uJi*■ next, at .ell "1 he Ciock before 110011, alld
show in-* it any they have why tin- prayer of said
petition should not be granted.
A- A 1 ii L !: Id >1 (HI, Judge.
B. P. l'n:i.i>, Register.
Attest
A trio

BLACK ALPACA!

BELFAST.

Edith. Bartlett. Ca-titn-

ALL NEW.

EPHRAIM MADDOCKS

Kxtra

of the

WELLS,

Thousands of

••

per yd.

1-.

Fannie

Rubbers,

&

1-.' oz. to

i OTTOH H.W1ELS!
every

anmmQe<-

Just put it;

ibove named, which will bis
sold ill

Will

Palmer, Ramihll. Stockton.

B. F.

° !

Flannels !

Shirting

her

to

tastefully

lltf

[

Jnew stogk|

DOZEN

purchaser

arrived.
c< hr Oriou, Osborn, Salem
Mary > arrow, Eos-, Boston; 31. B. Mahoney,
shepard, New York: J. A. Crocker, liro n, do,
Nathan Clifford, Cart -r, inland.

respectfully

tliat he lias

public

Misses’ Undervests!

Nov. 11.

13.

Block.

CIIUKCl l STREET.

Ladies Under vests!
Extra heavy,

entrusted

worn

and

I'M VlllJ KN'FLi. V.Vh, Ad mi in-’ at or, with the
ill annex;-i.of tin. i-.stnte **t !w ard hneeland.
Pn--p*'-:t. iii sai'l ( ou.itv of Waldo, deceased,
having presented his -eoon-l account for Adminlstrati >!i "ii said estate for allowance.
Order*-.!, Tout the -aid Administrator give notice
t*. all
person- interested by causing a copy ol
this order to b* published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, ’hat
they may appear a. a Probate < ourt, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, <mi die second
Tii'.sday ot Ln *.-• ml.er next, at U n of the clock before
... and -imw cause, if any they have, why the
same should
ot be allowed.
ASA TlICRLOL CII. Judge.
A true cop-.-,
Attest —B. P Fiii.o. Register.

HOKSi; RLUhKTS

Age

-11i. .Mrs. Hannah \V. Robin
months and V lay*.

And all

I

ON

charge

Millinery Department!

29 Main Street. BELFAST

la!* of

If

Date, \av:c cud

Will take

«-

low

BLANKETS !

25 DOZEN

X<>v. loth, Drusillu. wile «.i D. 1
In this ci’.\
Roben
aged H year
In this city, ;it the Nrvv England House, 3li-j
Ellen Kills oi t'nity, aged ‘M year-.
In Camden. Not
nh, riioimm K. Cardnei, aged
73 years and 3 month-.
In Eden. Nov. ;d:.Mi. /.tcneu.« Higgins, aged <’3
year-.
N< '•
In Frank!!:
'»th. R-..sa \gnes, daughter of
Otis springer, aged y years, lo mo. lb day.-.
’l
Ih iir} F, son of IIenr\ B.
In Koekiand. S- v
and Rosa 31. o-o-i ti .i. ag—.l E ear-. 1 month and

JaaQO

SPECIAL

ms

4wJO

n—ttw—wiw

>.

or

CRICHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wednesday, Nov. 11.
At market for the current week—Cattle 290b; Sl.ec p
and Lambs 12,404: Swine 17,500; numberol Western

even

CALL BEFORE

in*n*nr r»rviT«*s«c-..ejo^,i

Castokia i> more than a substitute for Castor Oil
It is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bow. !>, cure wind-colic and produce natural

BELFAST

Advertised in this paper, nl

per yd.

—

.,

Page, late of Belfast.

Seel Real Estate

Obituary

pain whi.h the

This i.the) will not ctm?.
strong language, lutt it is true,

11 at thathouseon Saturday last. The
and proprietor contributed a purse of
b rial expenses, and sent the body to

<

1t

I.1

1*

;

(V]!t;inr

n«»

sc

250 Pairs of Nice

Size 10 By i.

MRS. B. F. WELLS

be

Jl

i•'

i ) I

«>u .-w.e.

Tlu-iv is

J7 in. wide,

;

but
my

At »i Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tiit* County of Waldo, on tlie second Tuesday ot
November. A
1>., 1*74.
PA ]; 1\ 1! CH> I surviving partner of W. r
i.-ite
of B*-lfa-:. i:i said County of WalBur rill,
•
do, decease*i. having presented his first account
for allowance.
Ordered, That die said Parkhunst give notice to all
sted !.» call ing a copy of this order to
p< r-ons in!t
f»e published di:« weeks successively in the Repub
Lean douriinl printed .it B**!fast, that they may ap
pear at a Proi.at-• Com t, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County on tin-second Tuesday ot December Hex;,
ten (»f the clock before noon, and
show cans*-, ii any they have, why tin* same should
no] he allow* !.
AS \ 111 i Kid H'hir, Judge.
A true copa
Attest I:. I* FILLD, Register.

|

DRY GOODS

Sheeting’!

1

Centaur Liniments

j

Grant's majority
L17.74S
'i'.he total vote oi the State is only 11,719 less than lor President in 187-.
The Republicans lose 77.o7:! whilst the
Democrats gain till,•"■•I. What a revolution !

t- commenced to till orders
for choice oysters, from his
e-ial>ii.-hinent. No. ! I'nion wharf,
Mi
lderail ill the business,
hi.nstomers promptly and well.
■-,•• •tw tiv-h and finely flmored.

vimer

x-_oCao>.

*>uht.lue. and

Greeley

•*-

tin

Mai

'77.19.', j

Grant

uprising
Democracy, and of
ng:.lest and ,-tifl‘ent kind, too.

aiw;,\-

...

ai!

Democratic majority
The vote For President in 1x72
Follows

jubilee. “.I. II. Kalti’ loomed
ciiotv of < iiy Point.”
Probably
VA 11• 11 losejdi get* oil his feet there

lha.

x

'1 ho oflicial vote of l’emisylv'ani-.i tVul.ieut Gowrnui- shows tin- lollowing i.-

weight

ORNAMENTS.

to

PftOBATE NOTICES.
I

Can be found all the

and

-.

...

ui »ish a
g, that
her tm 'romenades and flirtations, if the
There is nothing like
»od weathei continues
fur tli-'-e occasion*.
A- they poet
ui M.n.igl
in the moon lor mischief.*'
-ay— *T1

Cood

A

-,

paper.

Brown

AND

yard.

YARDS

GOO©

.•

—

**r*

no

'I.
.i«»>i11 W N’eulle
In M• >li;oi
1
11.
i ?i.|
Mr. Augu-ius II .L.ini- and Ali-- Kose A. Cillt >.
both of Brooks.
In Searsmont, Nb,
Irn’i, by Key. W. IF Crawford, Air. Churle.- 1 <onm r of Alont•, ilie, and Miss,
Brooks
A.
ol
Sear-mold.
Margaret
in l.li-v, rtii.
Hth. Air. William George and
Ali-- Fli/alu i!' A t b tcluT, both (*f Fll~worth.
In Fllswortb,
7th. Air. Nathaniel F. Bowden
ami Mrs. Jerusha 11. .Jordan, both of Fllswurth.
1
In Fii.-vortn, N'o\, 2th Al.r Samuel 1>. Bon-*.y.
Fllsw rth. and Miss Lydia M
Young St
In Lllswortl Nov. .11 h, Mr. < harh F. Faton ot
De.-r I-ie. and Mi.-- l.oi- J. Sargent of Fllswonh,
Al.-o Mr. John <
>argm:, of Fil-wortii, ami AF".
lbb. eca s. 1 or of Jirewer.
i u Franklin. Nb>v. -t li. AIr. .lames 1 smith of f u
rington, and Miss Josephiue F. urtis of Hancock
in Gouldsboro, Nov. uth. Mi Augustus Sma
Arrittia M-awy. of Gunld.-ht>ro.
Sieubeii, ami Mi
Ill Fa-t Bill' hid. Oct. *Ci, Air John J. < arter of
Ahbie J Billing- of Sedgwick.
Bbu hii;. ami Ai
In WY-t Camden. Vo ,>th, Air. Fills L. >kinner
and AJi-s \ddi- a. ihomtou, both of Kockland,
lu llocklai,i*i, A!!
John AI. Fuller of St. George,
and AI:
Mar;. J. Kwh. ol' South Thoinaston.
In W arr* i;,d.)ct. 3F-t, Mr. John .Sidenspurkc-r ami
Ali;- F! 1 e ii b. Manley, hot li of Warren.
in Warn a
N
Air. Alfred K AKFiirlaud
all ol Warren
and Ali
HailieJ. W illiam

••

a

s. l i vmn

CuTTOTS!

12e per

)nly

by

M. P. WOODCOCK'S Bookstore.

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

MAli R I ED.

■

Tie.-

is

Try it
by all i>rupgist:.
Iv?p32

jsjv• v-g.vawwrtn ■

••

-•

—THAT AT-

thousands

I'here

mistake about it.

as trophies of
A little girl smashed a beautiful parlor vase,
recovered in the persons ol the otlmr tiny ; and instead ol going out and |
a: in- iv
r
g
new one. as little girls usually do .-lie
buying
white
two little half starved
captives,
her chubby chin upon her breast and
:t
ignte 1
ng wind.
They were all n
ol b and 7 years named Bor- dropped
young
girls
: "I even wish I were dead !"
murtnured
-s- !!,;• a three mouthnr."
ago.
man, whose father, mother, eldest sister
tin
W’itiru
whole Pang •>(’ tonic and .itera'■
and brother were recently massacred in
.:*•
li.n wdrafted to furnish
:c :
tive medicine- know'll, none is entitled t" mow
Kansas while going to < ’ol.-rado a* settlers. eon-ideration
Hi- d'-n.f-i -Ice factory w i'li shoe boxes. They
than the Peruvian Svrup. In all
;
ot enfeebled or debilitated constitution it
uanul'aeturco -r
heirmill. T lev have ! Two remaining sisters agi d ].! and lb are « a
doomed
a fate
the
to
held
Indians,
ithe
verv
renie
Iv needed,
Tie m>-! j * 5 {> n.
yet
by
Ml.dll 'll shook* lVolll Ollt Ol
worse than death. Two desperate charges pr«»of ,.f this call be adduced.
were made by the Indians to regain them,
No one w im ha
.Xittsel
Slop that cough
M»
»nd- liiit
they were Bitterly repulsed and hand- Dr. Morris -\w;> .u fa; Wild (.’iierry and
O
in'
ailow
a;idle* to illumilloa;!i nmd will iv without it.
Asa remedy
»
Lieut
Overtoil
(be.
somely charged By
-c
w ere tna
light tie remains of the who got close enough to use pistols The | ! ■:• all throat and lung di-ea-e.-. cure for < roup
and prew tilive of consumption it. has no e«|ual.
••a
tarn op vbi Ri\. r. and tin > were
horses were so much used up after this Io iieves
■:
t;
r-< ntfiKes a way all the
*uilieiem.
on
loot.
About
that the men had to light
• iisti'.
‘,u!c
of wiiooping ntigh.
out a ins no opium
iwant
the
and
taste.
Trial bottles p)
8t1 or UK) trophies were captured and much
pi
.i•
>;
.d r•! tin- duurnal have in their
"'ll!
.M.
i».
P'
mu:
W
A
Son
-ole agent- tor
The camp numwas destroyed
property
1
'a
.-uch a> stone axes,
Peg.-:. A i' l: i; > iloopi'i;, agent for n ar-bered from 100 to boo, counting women
.b *];!» w, agent for Orlami.
\.
-n r.-A-,
lead-. &«•.. that are to be dis-i
p
gou_
and
children.
.VmtKH A I Irunu.K,
Or
,i
1
ti<’ >?-m in
I
.-.lit- «Pliilad 'Iphia. Proprieo.:
•'! this

tins city,
less, and cannot

in

case?.

Sold

,.

11.

<

Flowers, Silks,

me

so.

Iw h

BLEACHER

city,

We not only extend our invitation
those that have not got ORGANS
those that nave, as I wish to to make
Organs popular, and you will all
sure of receiving polite attention.

THIS I MOW!

1000 VARIES 42 IN.

Family

remedy you want for
internal and external use.
If lma cured the above

been sold in this

--

n

the

■■>

three

doing

Lixlmkxt is ol‘all others

••

a;’

s i: h o

ever

FEATHERS,

--

Only

*»-

—•

WHITE

Will
You
Suffer ?

Cramps in the
limbs or <toiucali, Bilious
Colic, Pain in the back,
bowels or side, we would

1

by

With and without Side Bands.
10c per yard.

for about

Selling

Before purchasing do not tail to make
h
call as you will save your money

Close at 1.

QUALITY PRINTS!

ralgia,

<

iv-

Than have

TICKETS.50 CTS.

To all person? suffering
lrom Kheuniatism, Neu

—

..

Positively

are

ONE THIRD LESS

Commence at S Precisely !

to

on

1

■

Which

L ADIES ADMITTED FREE !

S‘

1

•—

Nt K‘-

Felt Hats!

-O F-

4000 YDS. BEST

C. ix sfM I* I K*N C A V BE Cl'RED.
Pi LMONIt. Syrup,
HENCE® SEAWEED TONIC,

Soil

<

STRAW, VELVET. AND

M. p. wooncocrsi

ATTENTIVE MANAGERS !

Assort-

Splendid

a

ment of

Full Orchestra

2000

returned from

just

Boston with

A T

■

*■

We have

NEW ORGANS

FOURTH POPULAR HOP!

isit

annoyance
at the

supplied

CALL AM) SEE TIIE

HAVNER’S

TRAVELERS.

TO

—■—--

(i F-

NEW STYLE PRINTS!

MILLINERY!

ORGANS!

Nov, 20th, 18/4,

Evening,

6000 7ARDS

FALL AND WINTER

ORGANS!

To-Morrow, Friday

HAVE JUST RECEIVED

oil.

or leave the City of NEW YORK,
and exj« tise of'earriage hire and
I % 10.1 lloriiL opstop
posite the tiKAM) CEN 1 UAL DEPOT. It has over
duU elegantly furnished rooms and is tit ted up at an
expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all mod
eru improvement-.
European Plan. Hie
TAl'IIAil fm, Lunch Counter and Wine Roomare
with the best the markets can furnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora
person, $1,00 and $v> per day ; rich suites for families
proportionately low. so that visitors to the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
at the GRAND UNION, than at any other first class
iiotei in the city
stages and Cars pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. G U. & W
D. GARRISON, Managers.
iyrsplti

When yon

sav<

siioe

had

HALE’S
for castor

HALL! ORGANS!

PEIRCE’S

G. W. Burkett & Co.

Magee Range for sole.

No. 7

®-une a

The most reliable and safe vegetable substitute for
t'a-tor Oil ever compounded.
Instantly relieves
< 'olio, <
amps, Diarrhoea and all diseases oft hildren
Causes
natural
and
Teething.
healthy sleep, gives
rest to mother and child, regulates the bowels, assiumhites 1 he food, and builds the child right square
up from sutiering, puny weakness, to strong and robust health.
\ p< rt'ec; .M EDIU1N E Uil EST FOR
01 K FHILE ONES.
ONLY go CENT.-, by all
dealers.

love” Adam>ons Botanic

to

-M'l'1./

M. A. Cl LLNAN.

by the

SUBSTITUTE

Tanneries in Albion for *7.7.7 per cord.
Hon. R. C. Johnsmr> funeral took place on hay.
^v as then
ib* i,k'- known.
.V debating •»»• i t y had under consideration
Tuesdav afternoon.
T1j< -mwices werebv Rev.1
the question—“ 1" it wrong to cheat a lawyer?"
M 'i'd\
v fed ami refitted III- apotheMr Cuttei*
The pall-hearers were Fx-Gov.
The dt i-i >n an i\ ed at w a
“No hut impos<i
r> -tut
iii a v i•
ta-t> maimer.
Crush'-. Hon. Xehemiah Abbot, lliram o Al- Id.-."
,n
xamh'r have some remarka}
.v
deu, F-q.. and Paul 11. Ha.:- Itine Fsq.
Ten Thousand People.
Ji?iaJsi• m* beef on rh- ir blocks.
Pol ick COCUT. till Monday, John < ullins
I’lieiv are more than ten thousand people in
the ( mied Stales w\.
ith the
.vk< \
riie-r was before Judge Johnson fw an assault
xp- ts to he the happy
upon
possessor-, of 11;i lir -t grand prize in the Keiiii <i. "an
i.e»i k'-’ an- tcrribl
lean.
liis wife. Fined $$ an.1 costs and ordered (•
in.’ky cu: Concert of yjoiu.ibo. All ot them
'in
am
t*. i> arket. and
recognize in the sum ot Moo to keep the p> a. .- hut oil'- will he disappointed. One will get it,
for (»o\erin»r Iiramletto the manager at JLouisfor six months Appealed.
ie
w ith t he perfume of
v ills', h is announced that the < oneert will
pos« hark
M
Intosh, a common i t i 1
Wednesday.
take place on November o<>. 1S74 ; that
drunkard ami a frequent visitor m his honor, tie-re u II he no turtlew postpom m< lit. and if
\
i:
.0 tin- Savings
our n ader- want to know more about it write
ank
dim-i'T m in* steamer City o! was sentenced to sixty .lavs m the conn;-, jail. to him.
! Wood* Mathews A
I chim-mi.
Win. Pitcher «V Sun
A dandx at tin- table remarked that he was
Baker are. loading the m-w ship R. B. Fuller
"■
V< s" said one of
V
iiiiiieU v our *tO\ es,
sitting between two tailors.
too tons hay, at Simplon's wharf, tor X.-\v
them,
and we have but *n goose between
with
a
that there i- no
Orleans. Pitcher A Go.-ham are loading o-li. lls.”
!anger ot lire'
\\’alter F. Palmer with hay for Wilmington, N.
I'l.AYKlJ <»1 1 .NoSTIU AK.
Will cn<l-!i<i! oil
«.....
!:•
roe -r n.«i'ii-u. k.i,,
'• •’
•n.--’
a
Will op;
<
on-iiiiiptive rou^hy
and sell. James r.. 1 locker w ilh poiaioeat»*>? -No!
! Will iiibalaiion!- No! ! ; < km
ii
:t,'l» »m*io\\ Saiitord
Hi;
aiv
f.e Baltimore.
Wood-, Mathew* A l’.aa
be
cured
ail
siieb
:il
\
es, it ran.
[{»cough
wharf, on Mtuh iv.
i.
ill these nostrum-: they haw been weighed
ailing soil. Lizzie Po >r with put at— fur R
11
in the balance and found wanting, 'fix H.iu-'s
:
;n
hamlsonie t hat. ton and Baltimore.
ll‘t\i.\ or UoiiKii.u si- \ni> l ao. Thousands
>«
im- -!:vt, her admirerOf the exceedingly mix. 1 and large mun’ners iij-on thousands arc u-ing it. Millions have
P it t to* ran -ii >! Y eon-.
tried it. So i'ar it ha- in \ r disapointed an\
of workmen that ru*he i le-re after the great
for a rough or cold
ti
.-t< •’
heotiei building in ; tire of 1S7J. for employment, main ha\ e become man or woman who took
how. ver violent.
t
Some
Mel tontiUl, ha- been industrious and permam-nt resident*'.
j
-i
1*1 kt‘ i‘<u»i ji-i• ni: I >i. 1.1 in one minhave proved otherwise. < 'ontrarding for a hire*- ute.
lie
! '«. *1
li
Host' ‘lie
amount of work, more than 1 hey could arr\,
'A
<•
!.
i;.
--a1., al li
Wiling
Thm. v. a
a man on .Main street the other
and failing to meet their liabilities, they have
1r is a very
•'-•a;.:. WiM
day. in-piirmg for Mr. 1 uvumstanees. He
h ft town, atm the.!-creditors left to wanted some change made in a
suddenly
-1rbookea.-e, and
*rop \viih some u.Uivator.**.
mourn their absence.
Tin- wa- tb ea-e tins he had heard that rin imistaiices alter eases,
■.
.-r\ nundsome
week with a young man who had h-t-ii do inn' a
The hiige dra-l ie. griping sickening \ ills, concustomer*. at lvvery flourishing bu*im---. having in the mean- striu'teo of < rud". coarse and bulky ingredient.-,
» ai. ..no -«-e lom.
are fast h. ug superseded by Dr. 1'ieic '< Pleastime married and wa- building for lilm-t if a
ant l\ir_atiw Pellets, or 'Migar-Coated. (.oneeiai bu-iiu-- in this
residt uee.
toad Herha
Winning the confidence of traders ciati.; !:•
luiee. Anti-Iiilioiis
ri;:
!i '\ii I a thro* iuitchers*
and everybody else, lie succeeded in getting • irano].— lie “l.itile tiiant" t'athartio or M>!
ro
I im: customer-* houses.
r"‘u i-t
-a i:i*•
Modern
Science has
Physie.
neurh one thousand dollars placed to hi> acenabled Dr. Dien e to extract from the juices
e
'Milan for being mad
and
has
no
when
he
left
count,
gum*
of the valuable loots and herbs their active
suddenly
r iiou
lei !
ill tixiug herself. and one knows when-. We hope ’he vuma man me li'-u al I'rineiples. which when worked into
little* Pellets or (i ranuics .<r,irr, h/ /.>v<irr thn,i
s
meet —a pedler nr book
will return and explain matter*
<!
».s/
•/. render each little Pellet as active
agent.
a> a l ir
pill, w hilt* tin y are much linn e pleaswith
itl
elfect
Indian*
ant
Battle
Ri- hniond lia> recently earDr iitA A. Tiiayki: •••! Paeon-burg Ohio,
!•*..n*
!:• I’m- non) this city t«»
New York, Nov. 17.
despatch dated Write : *1 regard your Pellets
as tin best rem■a** made at the MontHead of North Fork of Met 'iellan's ('reek. edy for the condition Ibr \vliirh you prescribe
vdie factory
Texas, Nov. 9th states that Lieut. Baldwin them of an\ thuig 1 haw wr used, so mild and
with a detachment ot 98 men and one eertain in dfect and leaving tie bowel,- m an
\
.1-;
In :iii: iue>s of the season,
excellent condition.
It seems to me they must
howitzer fought 900 Cheyennes on t he 9th lake
eaii
i n -.
I!t> us that lie has
the place ol all other cathartic pil- and
inst.. lrom 8 do in the morning until 1 .Mo medicine-."
-in
n his farm since NoLieut. Baldwin alter
in the atternoon.
v1 lain ;
uinc in.
I-Y(‘\ a M \< >mui:i:,
Vermilhon.
charging their abandoned camps urn1 ; a 1>. T. say-: **WV think druggists,
they are going to sell
i
i11
ran a wav again.
whoh
their
outfit,
lire,
captured
galling
1 ik« hot akes a- soon a- people get aipiainted
k
:A. tune mi Phenix
driving the Indians eight miles from the w ilh them and will spoil the pill trade, a those
!;• !\
r
last position ot those successively taken who h i', us' d them like tliem much better
.‘cr-e take* otf all
that, the larg* pills."
them on the Bill
Hu
w;i> "*
»w

mmn

'm

tfVOsp.

shall prove ungrateful tootle
of the best remedies on earth.

two
*0

u<

who can't read who know

many

r'dtgh Balsam.

Mr. I*. V. Shaw, one of the substantial farmers ot Troy, has the past season, got mil one
hundred cords of hemlock bark, l! sells at the

iaw.

hi--ratth in

‘Use- uno

'i'hriv :c.'C
\ Bee sees.

Another Great Drive!

A

Pill's, Potions and Pungencies.

vears.

pi r.«.*»cs, fiutl squeezes out about '.'
of that dangerous beverag.

rather hard.

now

for five

|LAlso

Conductor Mace on Tuesday took a >n »w.
plow over the road to Burnham] to be kept thentor the winter campaign.

fhauksgiving day

i>

use

TO LET!
suit of 3 rooms, on tin* first
—-floor, in the new 2-story house, Cor-

wa*

The Belfast shoe factory has suspended operation* for a few days, in order to lake an account Ot Stock.

ready.

IiOod dr\ hardwood
el S«>

)

light rain that did not amount to much,
fell on Tuesday evening.
A family in this city one evening last week
broke a chimney to a kerosene lamp that had
been in constant

About time t’,;

Wednesday

are

A

horses.

away

Adoption and change of name—Jo.mic Etta
Clitton, by Jra O. Collins ami wife, and m ined Jen*
nio Etta Collins.
Wakiiant of Insolvency issued on Estate
of—Khoda A. Mitchell, late of Unity.

last.

sumuier-like in its blandness and warmth.

comin,r

great scarcity of

Monday

1 he weather of yesterday

this

ieinity.

v

loads of live cattle left l nil y station

The wood sheds along tin- Belfast Branch
being filled for winter.

late.
There

car

for the West on

iLO, Y. Y.

A T

—

O. R, I>AVIS'.
Hay ford. Block, Custom House Sq.

Lumber For Sale!
EEE1 HARD fixe lum
BEK, consisting of Board*,
Deck Waist and Outboard Plank of all widths and
thickness, Timber, Masts and Bowsprit*.
D. W. DYER & SON.
Belfast, Nov. 9, 1874,—4wlW.

onn IVIO
4UU*IA/U
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Massachusetts to Louisiana.

1778

.-■ister! wc liavc longed to speak it!
We have waited long to save:
We have yearned to speak the welcome—
"Enter—be no more a slave!"
Everv tear that fell, we saw it,
A> we braced to meet the shook.
Now ! Come in—the door is
open :
h't thou here by
Plymouth Rock!

and_

1878.

11

jjlcfo jlbbcrtiggnuntg. ! Autumn

The “Centennial” is becoming a household word. Everybody understands by it
the proper commemoration, in 187(1, of A NEW CHROMO FOR
tlie one-hundredth anniversary of American independence. Everybody knows that
the celebration will be national and international; that Congress has provided for Will give to every subscriber, whether Single or in a
We have seen thee all dishevelled.
Club, who pays in Advance for 1875, and remits dian “international exhibition ol arts and
f en thee bend
rect to this office a copy of “THE
with trembling lip
RESCUE,"
manufactures
and
the
ol
soil
the
products
the handsomest chromo ever ottered by a publisher.
n hen the men who
should have loved thee and
Terms $3 per annum. For Circular, containing
mine”; that it has designated PhilaRaised again the brutal whip.
Terms
for Clubs, etc., address L. A. GUDEY, PhilaRut we knew tln ir day was coming
delphia as the proper place for the cerePa.
As we know their day has come:
monies to be held ; that it has invoked the delphia,
Ring their doom Louisiana!
entire Union to assist in the celebration,
OOR AGEATS WASTED
Alassachusett ■> drives them home!
and has invited all the world to participate
MARY CLEMMER AMES’
in it. llow tar the people have responded
(,>110011 thou wort in all thy sorrow :
new book “Ten \ earn in Yt ashing:* on.”
It
Oucen thou sha!t lie yet ill pride,
lo the appeal, how many
portrays the “inner life," wonders, marvels, mysnations
foreign
teries, secret doings, etc., of the Capital, as a 'mil*Mauy-tliroiied Columbia calls thee
have accepted the invitation of the govim ake Woman sets them."
It is the raciest, brightWhere her queens sit side by side.
est, and best new book out. actually overflowing
V nd thy regal robes are
ernment, what progress has been made towith spicy revelations, humor, pathos, and good
ready.
for
all.
One
took
444 orders in one
tilings
Agent
And thy crown is on the throne.
ward perfecting the celebration in the
township another has averaged 8* each week
Per we knew our Cinderella
or tf weeks. It outsells all oilier hooks, proved
manner authorized, what States are slill
bv the sale of over tiO.OOO copies already. It is splendidly
W ould come back to claim her own.
backward in their aid, what remains to be
Illustrated superbly bound. We want 5,000 more trusty
agents NOW—men or women—and.we will mail outfit
Nevermore shall one be driven
done, and how in the future the means
Free to those who will canvass. Reader ! do you want to
make inonev ? Then send for onr large pamphlets, with
To the desert: nevermore
still necessary are to be provided tor confull particulars, extra terms, etc.-they will tell you how to
"hall the children of the Union
doit. They are Free to all. Send for them.
Address,
ducting this national enterprise on a scale
A. D. Worthington & Co., Ukrtford. Conn.
On their brethren bar the door
commensurate
with the dignity of the
God be thanked for love
grown stronger
event it is to commemorate, is
Heart and hope go hand in hand,
just what
v are North and Sou li no
the people outside of Pennsylvania require
longer
But a great United Land!
to have made known to them.
GET A PATENT
John Beyle O'Reilly in The Boston Pilot.
Massachusetts has just begun to stir in
CHICHESTER
the enterprise. On the :11st of October, at
H

Tempest.

crowded in the cabin.
Not a soul would dare to
sleep.—
I; was midnight on the waters
And a storm was on the
deep.
r is

f arful

a

thing

in winter

io be shattered
by the blast,
And to heir the rattling
trumpet
thunder. “Cut away the mast!"

shuddered there in silence,—
Cm the stoutest held his breath.
While the hungry sea was
roaring,
Vud the breakers talked with Death.
we

As thus we -el in
idu li one busy in
H e arc lost!” the

darkness,

pi* prayers,
captain shouted
\s he staggered down the stair-.

Hut his little daughter whispered,
A- she took his
icy hand,
I-n't God upon th* ocean
dust the same a- on the kind/”
ken we kissed the little maiden.
And we -poke in better cheer,
\'id we anchored safe in harbor
H hen the morn \\ashining clear.
1

The

Reign

of

Peace.

Peace, with its large and lilied calm-,
Like moonlight sleeps on laud and lake.
With healing in its dewy balms,
For prhh that pine- ail’d hearts that ache.
From Huron to the land of palms!
From rock-bound Massachusetts ]‘,a\,

1
sail Traneiscoks Golden Gate:
!■ rom where Itasca's waters
play,
1 o those which
or palpitate
A Thousand

plunge
happy ieagu<

away.

Ami drink among her dunes and bar-,
I he
'-till
I he

Mississippi's bulling tide,
floating from a million -pars.

nation's ensign undelied.
Hlazons its galaxy of stars.
No more to

part.* -trife the .-lave.
And freed from ilate*- inferna: speel>,
L'-\ e j.ay- her tribune to tlu
brave,
Ami .-nows her holy immortelles
• >Vr tr:
nd and foe, where'er his grave.

Struggling

with

the

Ocean.

Cork, Ireland, Cor. (Oct. e'- X. V. Herald
When it was announced in the city this

morning that an American seamen had in
gale ot Tuesday night jumped over-

the

hoard trom

meeting

ol

representative businessmen,
proposed plan lor celebrating the national centenary was deliberately indorsed,
and by resolution a pledge was given that
the quota of the State should be speedily

the

subscribed. The citizens who have accepted the responsible duty of developing
in a practical way the interest felt in this
patriotic work, as a committee or board
auxiliary to the Centennial boardof finance
authorized by Congress, have put forth an
address to the people of Massachusetts,
which is to be lound in our columns to-day.
in cordially commending it to public attention, we propose, iurther, to state a
few tacts which may show to the people
of New England what may properly be
expected ol them.
c ongress a lew
years since, was memorialized from many quarters to take measures to celebrate
signally the 4th of July,
1*70,
There was much competition and
rivalry among cities for the honor of being
the place to be selected.
Some urged that
this national festival should be held at
New \ ork, because it is the commercial
metropolis ol the nation; others that it
should be at Washington because it is the
capital of the government; others pronounced in favor of Cincinnati, St. Louis,
San Francisco or C
hicago, because either
ol those cities presents a
telling examble
of American growth and energy. Mot a
tew claimed that Boston, in which most
ot the stirring events happened that
preceded and precipitated the Revolution,
w as the
place. Congress, however, after
prolonged debate, determined that, as at
Thiladelphia the Declaration of Independence was adopted and first proclaimed,
there should the first cue-hundredth anniversary ot what we have invariably called
••the nation's birth" be celebrated.
The sentiment that controlled this conelusion is now universally recognized as
natural and just. Congress devolved the
responsibility ol making all preparations
for the celebration, and for the international exhibition which it authorized, on a
commission in winch
every State and Territory is represented. Subsequently, in
order to provide funds for the
enterprise,
Congress created a board ot linanee
with
the
ot
charged
duty
obtaining subscription? to Centennial stock to the extent
often millions of dollars, in shares of the
value of ten dollars each, and to each
State and Territory permission was
given
:o subscribe in the
proportion that the
population of a State or Territory bore to
the total population of the Union. Under
this act the stockholders have twice elected out of their number a board of directors in whom has rested the arduous
duty
of raising the funds
necessary for the
national undertaking.
Jointly on this
body and the executive committee of the
Commission also rests the labor of preparing the grounds and the erection of the
acres of buildings for the celebration. The
commission has exclusive charge ol
arranging for all the details oi the ceremonies
and management ot the exhibition. These
two bodies work
harmoniously. The}'
have done much,—vastly more than is
known
generally
; they have done their
work well,calmly and resolutely,in despite
of the indifference,
disparagement, hostility, and even the studied obloquy they
have sometimes had to encounter.

transatlantic liner and, after
seven hours, had landed on
the Skibbereen coast, people, while
.juite
prepared to give Americans credit for doing
were
big things
yet unprepared for such a
demand on their credulity as this. The
thing, however, was done, and the hero
of it was Captain Paul Boyton, of the
Xew Jersey
Lifeguards, Atlantic City.
This gentleman, a professional diver of
well known daring, left Xew York about
a
lortnightago in the Xational Company's
steamer Queen, taking with him a
patent
swimming costume. It was Captain Horton'- intention when from two to three
hundred miles distant from Xew York to
jump overboard and swim back, but tiie
c uuniauder of the steamer was a man of
little tn:i!i and vetoed the experiment
(. aptain Boyton had therefore to remain
an involuntary
passenger until the vessel
approached the Irish coast on Tuesday
evening, i\iie» the commander, having
been repeatedly importuned, gave his permission.
<
aptain Boy ton drew on ins India rubber air-tight suit and inflated the air
! ambers, in his
air-tight sack he placed
food for three days, a compass, a bull's-now
auer some three years oi
patient
-ye lantern, some books (just to beguile ami persistent labor, they think they can
the time on the water.) some
signal rock- see their way to undeniable success. 'Conets and a United States flag. In his inside gress at no time lias promised one dollar
pocket he placed a mail which the passen- in aid of the celebration it authorizes.
gers had giver, to him to post, he strapped Recognizing the instincts of the people,
his bowie knile and axe to his side and the teachings of the Constitution and force
grasping his paddle was lowered into the of usage, Congress has left much, if not
water, amid the cheers of the passengers, everything, connected with the commemat half-past nine 1’, M.
oration to tlie peple. It lias said substanit was a wild, dark night, he was close tially : “Celebrate tlie centenary ot into the Fastnet rock, while
Cape Clear dependence at Philabeiphia by au interthree miles from him and Baltimore, to- national exhibition and by other features,
ward which lie intended to make, was in grandly, as tbeevent should be celebrated.
a direct line seven miles
away. He lay on YVc have instructed the President to inhis back paddling vigorously, and now the vite all nations to participate in the festights of the vessel were lost in the night. val. YY'e clothe you with ample authorIn a quaiter of an hour more his spirit al- ity. YY'e shall have it proclaimed to the
most quailed, when tossed high on the world that to the people does tlie government of tlie United States confide the
crest of a wave he could no longer see
the coast line or arc. lights.
The wind commemoration of the close ot its iirst
blew. the rain poured down and the tide centenary oi independence.”
YY'ill tlie trust be fulfilled ? YY'ill the
sot dead against him.
He was drifting nit to sea, and, to add commemoration, as proposed, be worthy
of the nation P To these questions we
to the awful loneliness of liis situation
and to increase the dreadful peril, a vio- answer, after a review of all that tlie comlent gale commenced.
That night for mission and tlie board of iinancc havfe acmafiv hours no mail-boat crossed the Irish
complished, with some knowledge of
channel, and great destruction was done what they are now doing, and with great
on the coast.
And through these awful faith in the sympathy and co-operation
hours of daikness this man was tossing of Massachusetts and other States that
about at the mercy of the waves some the “Centennial” will be earned out in
fifteen miles from land. The win 1 was so a manner reflecting lasting honor upon
violent that he had to give over paddling, the country. [Boston Advertiser.
and with one hand to shade his face (the
only part of his body exposed) from the
A “Confederated Home.” A London
cutting blast. Once his paddle was wrench- correspondent says: “I have heard an
ed away by a heavy sea, but it fortunately
amusing account of the failure of a recent
came into his hand again.
For several
attempt to establish a ‘Confederated
seconds a wave would completely sub- Home.’ in London five families
possessmerge him, then he would shoot on the ing small incomes united in the establishcrest and take breath before he again was ment of a common
home. A large house
hurled down a sloping mass of water which in the
Bloomsbury
region was taken for
feet
to
tiie
seemed 100
bottom. As a re- the
purpose, and the arrangements for the
sult of this tossing, he became seasick,
regulation of the household were made
a thing, he says, which never happened to
with the utmost care and precision. There
him before. His indomitable spirit, how- was to be a common
dinning-room in
ever. conquered everything, and about one
which all the meals of the household were
o'clock the wind began to blow directly to be taken, and each
family had a set ot
onshore. His paddle was plied vigorous- rooms, which it was to furnish and
arrange
at
three
o’clock
on
and
ly,
Wednesday as suited its own convenience. There was
lie
lie
was
near
breakperceived
morning
to be one cook for the whole household,
ers, and the rock-bound coast west of and a couple of servants to do other work.
Skibbereen loomed up before him. His The
experiment was commenced, and for
danger now was not less than it was dur- the first day or two matters went well
ing the height of the gale, for as a wave enough. Before a week had passed, howwould raise him almost on a level with the ever, it became evident that to
govern a
cliff tops he c-ould discern nothing but a confederated home would be
as
nearly
threatening wall of rock. He made his difficult as to manage an Irish Parliament.
way along parallel to the coast, and fortu- The five families could never agree as to
nately lighted upon almost the only safe what they should eat and drink. The dinlanding place ior miles round. He saw an ner, especially, was a standing subject of
opening in the cliffs and propelled himself dispute, and the, consequence was that the
cautiously towards it. While hesitatingly Kitchen hecame a scene of constant wrangexamining the entrance a sea struck him, ling between the unfortunate cook and her
carrying him on : another and another fol- five mistresses. The other servants also
lowed in quick succession, and, in an al- found it impossible to meet the commands
most senseless state he was hurled high ot their associated mistresses. Five bells
and dry upon the beach. It was then four would frequently be
ringing at the same
o’clock in the morning, and he had been time, and one family would
complain that
nearly seven hours on the water, travers- they were being neglected and that aning a distance of thirty miles. The ap- other was receiving undue attention. Then
paratus had behaved admirably, and hav- the children of the different families would
ing divested liimsell of it he stood quite quarrel. Of course each mamma was sure
dry in his navy uniform, which he wore that her darlings were not the cause of
beneath. That having been done he let the disturbance. In short, before a few
off' one of his signal rockets without effect, weeks had
passed the confederated home
it showed him, however, a narrow path in became what the
party who told me the
#ie rocks.
story called a ‘confederated discord,’ and
Up this he clambered and got on to a hail to be broken up.”
mountain road, which brought him to the
coast-guard station. He was hospitably
Oh! it is hard to take heart the lesreceived there and discovered that the
son that such deaths will teach, but let no
place he had landed at was Trefaska man
reject it, for it is one that all must
Bright, some miles east and south of Baltimore. During the morning he reached learn, and is a mighty universal Truth.
strikes down the innocent
Skibbereen and posted the letters entrusted When Death
for every fragile form from
to him, and arrived in Cork on Wednesday and young,
which he lets the
spirit free, a
night, where he is now the hero of the hundred virtues risepanting
in shapes of mercy,
On Monday he intends to swim out
hour.
to walk the world, and
of Queenstown harbor some distance; that charity, and love,
Of every tear
will be followed the week after by a little bless it with their light.
shed on such
swim across the Straits of Dover to Calais, that sorrowing mortals
is born, some
towed by a kite; and to cap all, on his re- green graves, some good
In the destroyer’s
nature comes.
turn to the Straits he intends tc carry out gentler
creations that
his original idea of jumping overboard at steps there spring up bright
be250 miles from land and swimming to New defy his power, and his dark path
comes a way of light to heaven. [Dickens
his
achieveAfter
Island.
York, or Long
ments in the gale on Tuesday night these
A ladv wants to know what is the meaning of
last-named experiments, startling as they “ante”
and"pass the buck.” Her matrimonial
imseem at first, cannot be regarded as
companion uses it in his dreams, anil slip is
afraid that it indicates typhoid fever.
possible.
a

swimming for

Name Chichester
fov anil Furniture

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

45-All business
Wish to call the attention of Customers
rompt attention.
to their Extensive Stock of New and
Seasonable

J. M.

Dress Goods

to him

will receive

Brahminical

FLETCHER, M.D.,

East Indian Remedies.

SURGEON,

ing Commercially by

Maine.

J. E. ROBINSON.

over Furber & Bean’s store.
Residence on
street, ounosite the Journal Office.
tf4

.

SCISSORS and SHEARS

GLOVES!

Without exception the very best made.

a determination to more than ever merit
the reputation so generally accorded me. 1
have added new and
Improved faclities for doing
good work in my mills, and am now prepared to
grind all sorts of grain in the best manner at short
notice. \N heat, corn and rye meal for .-sale.
\VM. 8. FULLER.
Freedom Oct. 12th, 1874.—OwlO.

We offer a full assortment of

:

JET TR1MM1SG GOODS.

WANTED!

CLOAKINGS I

invests money for Eastern lenders at ten percent*
interest, net, payable semi-annually at the Chemical
National Bank, New York. All loans secured on improved K<*nl Estate, and the collection in full guaranteed by the Company. Fenders subject to no ex
Full abstract of Title, Coupon, Notes, Mort
pense.
gage, &c., made direct to lender,’' forwarded on
completion. New York and New England reference-

oi l: STOCK

OF

Ladies' Underwear.
D the ven

best

ever

offered in this

city.

DEATH

ALL

\\ ill find as Complete an Assortment ot
floods for underwear as is usually
found in a Furnishing Store.

Prints.

Slankets,

And other popular manufactories
W. W.

Whipple & Co., 21 Market Sq.
Portland, Wholesale Ag'ts.

FELLOW bTpI’PHOSPHITEY.
THE MENATAL RENOVATOR
l lH

ASSISTANT TO

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
IT?'Our Stock in all Departments is
Large and Attractive, and prices will be
made Low to Cash Customers.

THE TOILINM STUDENT,

H.H. JOHNSON & CO.

IT KELII.VKS THE

Belfast,

PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART,

Oct. (1, 1S74.

lltf

AND GIVES

BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN
mi: HAllUASSI.Ii VAN of hesiness.

<>:

OHVA TE GOOD HEALTH

EUROPEAN

Belfast

NOTICE. T. W. Pitcher takes

Try Kanfortl's Liver Invigorator.

sample

bottle
of
AflaniMon’M
ALL Botanic Haltain at all drugis;>’. Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
Asthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &e.
Large bottle*, :j.j cts. Dr. E. W. Kinsman, Proprietor. Augusta, Maine. §5000 for a case it will not
cure! Try it. feOJLl) I»y all Bru^gistii.

Fnrr

CR

OOfl Pfrdavat

home. Terms free. Address
Siinm.n St Co., Portland, Me.

sJJ

EEH x " EEK guaranteed to Male and
M
M Female Agents, in their locality.

am

M

0

S

0

Costs XOTIfl.N'tr to trv it. Particularsl ree. P. (». VICKERY. Au-

gusta, Me.

pleasure

in

announcing

to all

purchasers of DRY & FANCY
GOODS that himself and his sis
have

ter

just

returned from

the Boston market where

they
making purchases

have been

for tho fall and winter trade.
It

is

useless

the counter.

It is sufficient to

say that he is daily receiving,
by boat and rail, additions to

I.ATE OF THE

FIRM OF

place

FIELD & MATHEWS,
BOUGHT OUT

HAS

A

of tho

largest and most
selected
STOCKS of
carefully
goods ever offered for sale at his
one

BLODGETT & CO.’S

STOCK OF FURNITURE!

of business.

All are in-

vited to call, examine for themselves, learn prices, and purchase if satisfied.

WALNUT

CONSTANTLY OX HAND.

BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS, &c.. &c.
nice assortment of

Spring Ends, Mattresses and Featliers!
I would call

special

attention to

good
“

for weak

eves

at

ROSEWOOD.
KS-JIEmember the place..*®

-AT

Help Those Who Try

to

ROBERT F. CLARK
Having recently

purchased the

S. HEKSEY, will
assortment of

stock and trade of S.
ou hand a large

keep constantly

STOVES
Of the best manufacture, Also Furnace Work,
Tin Ware, Lamps, Oil, &c.

The WYOMING STOVE
Made

a

specialty.

Come and examine the newest
and best store in the world.

JOB

W ORK

A. B. MATHEWS.

THE-

Hay ford.

16th.

1874.-tn6F‘

SEE OUR PRICCES !
melton overcoats only 86 00

GRAY REAFERS ONLY 85-00jyTENS’ BLACK
BEAVER OVERCOATS $‘JM0
and
MENS’
yds. of sheeting
the
number of
ol flannel free ®f
8

or

black
$12.50, and 10

same

charge.

beaver overcoats only
yards of sheeting or flannel free

—

AX I*-—

C O FFINS
<»f every

LOOK ! !

Style

and Size

on

hand and

—

A T

SHORT
C.

Boston Clothing Store, No. I Hayford Blk.

AT

—

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE.

1
4D Cut tliis out and
ihnoslG

THOMPSON’S.

Prices

Reasonable.

§

RIVER OYSTERS!
RECEIVED EVERY BOAT
X

i

C. R. DAVIS’.
Hayford Block, Custom House Sq.

S
M

§

HAIR
TONIC.

Among the many articles too

numerous

to

mention

you will And
FLOUR of every

grade by the Barrel or Bag, MOLASSES, PORK, LARD, SALT, SUGAR, TO
BACCO, CHOICE TEAS, PURE SPICES,
CITRON,ENGLISH CURRANTS,BOLTED MEAL, GRAHAM FLOUR,OAT
MEAL, CRACKED WHEAT,
&C., &C-, &C.
Also a good assortment of

^Something

which has

FOWLE’S
Pile and Humor Cure.
1 WARRANT ONE BOTTLE a perfect
cure in all the worst forms of Piles, also two to fire
in Leprosy,
Scrofula, Rheumatism, Salt
Rheum, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases, ami all
discasee of the Skin, and the greatest Blood Purifier ever discovered.
Entirely vegetable. Send to
vie and take back your
money in all cases of failure.
None for 1 C> yrs. H. D. FOVVLK, Chemist, Boston.
Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle. Send for Circulars.

MARKET

GROCERY1 STORE!
UNDERSIGNED have purchased the stock

rjlHE
JL and trade of the Meat and Grocery Store formerly occupied by SANBORN & S'J APLES in Telecorner

A Team will deliver all articles
at any part of the

City

old friends to call.

CALVIN J. GRAY.
N. F. PATTERSON.
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1874.—tf7

long been

hear of some case of
Every day
paralysis, softening of the brain or
some nervous disorder of the head resulting from the use of hair preparations containing lead,sulphur, bismuth
or other mineral substance equally
f poisonous. That the use of these prek parations is always attended with danB ger is an undisputed fact, they are dyes
mr and should not be used for dressing the
^
hair. What has long been needed is a
like Bayoline, which is not a restorer or aye, contains neither lead, sulphur, bismuth or any mineral
substance whatever. It is a pure and harmless hair
dressing, keeps the hair from lulling out, promotes
its growth, eradicates dandruff, cleanses the scalp,
is not greasy or sticky, does not soil and always
leaves a sense of cleanliness and comfort attained by
no other preparation; for its intended purposes it
we

[

:imo8l2eow.

public generally, when in want of goods in bis line
to give him a call.
\y p, BEAN.
Belfast, October 15th, 1871.— tf 1G.

our

preparation

has never Been equalled.
Prepared by LEVI TOWER, .Tit., Boston. Sold
everywhere by druggist, 50 cents a bottle. CweowlB

Havener’s

String Band!

FIRST-CLASS MUSIC FURNISHED FOR

BALLS, PAILTIES,

ASSEMBLIES,
J. H.

Belfast,

STEAMBOAT LINE.

to

character

are

Fall

intro-

be found in

establishment

of this

medical

diseases

on

faculty generally highly

.\i.

all the above named

requiring

skiu

MISS

announces

STEAMER

ix-

mo-t

IIATtH,
notn e us follows;
ville, Wasson's Wharf, for ltel*'a«»t
"hi
'holy
inlay e\ci |.te,l at ." o'clock, ( astine
at 7 :;o A.
thoucliin«: at I?ksboro.
J.

N-..

n

!•'av,‘

1\’-.

h*

to

<S

c.

HAVENER, Prompter.
1IKAD QUARTERS AT

HAVENER’S OYSTER SALOON j
PIERCE’S BLOCK, Belfast, M».

PA8THLE8.?H1^LAw,™A,:
■■■■■■■■■■■■■pcharlestown,
KIDDER’S

Maas.

FARE
1 'le-horo
Between !

P

over

can now execute

iron

planing

to

20

turn

up to 16 feet lengths.
Orders left at the office over Geo.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

improved
eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful |
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth ins.-rt ;
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making and inserting
tf-50

In the matter

of the United States for the

of NESMITH & i

k
1,1 1!auku,lltc>
UUXFUBD, Bankrupts.
)
is hereby given that the second and
"^TOTICE
131 third general meetings of the creditors of said
Bankrupts will be holden at the Custom House, in
Belfast, in said District, on the seventeenth day of
December, A. D. 1874, at two o’clock, P. M., before
Charles Hamlin, Esu., one of the Registers in Bank
ruptcy in said District, for the purposes named in
the 27th and 28th sections of the Bankrupt Act of
March 2,18tf7,
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assign.-.
2\vl9
Belfast, Nov. 9, 1874
In the District Court
District of Maine.
In the

matter

..

of the United States for tin

of/ WILLIAM Q.

SPINNEY, Bankrupt.

DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S.-At
day of October A. D. 1874.

are

Sealed bn relope.

a

hair

n.o-t

w

!.

n.K. Ik [last
1

1

nmi;

runmi. it. it.

WINTER

ARRANGEMENTS.

h.-le-ale

I'n <■<

;

••

ANI» VI'IKi; Hondac. N'o\
17, Trains will
tor 1J* -1 <»n. rurtlund, Augusta mid
int'-nrudint. 'rati"1.'' \ M mil.;
M
For I>:mvillt;. u I-:"ii m l >M.\vh* sr:iT'
s A. M.
I>.\t<r I la it1"!-ami St .1 dm--.
'."IV M.
Trains ...
dm1 a! ladt'a.-t 1 N1 and 7
H
I
I.INi (>I.N Suj.t.

ONlfavc

»</>■

CHAS. J. C. KLINE &
127 How
lyrv

cry.

Post

Hew

Knox and Lincoln Railroad.
CI lANOK

l.e.ivr Rockland for Hath an
all points W est, :t( 10 a M.aiul
II.-50 r. >i.; due in Boston a'.
t*.

unit
1

CO.,

f.<-*av>' Bufii fur I.’ M'klaiiil at '•
ami .i.Jn f >•
Arrive at Ko< klairl at
)<>
a. siml ;».:«> tv m
\
mixed train
1;. akiamt at
it'. Returning
l«-a\liaili at il.'umarrivin'; in Uockluiui at
\ \
i*. 't.
•
\. < * ‘MMIIn Superintendent.
>

York

BARIALTOS,
CORNETS,
TONES, BASSES,

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

And all other Hand Instruments.

Violins, Violas, Violoncellos,
Basses,

_

■ Iny;U-ht 1' M Iioiim > Capt
riiouia- I’.urge.'S, will inak<* w»*ckl\
trips bt*t\v»*«*u this city and « arver’s
2k Harli.ii-. ..a and at- t* i hursdav, UM-pi

V

Double

and all Orchestral and Solo Instruments

Music Boxes.

Prices from .*”f> to s joo.
The be-:
DRUMS AND FIFES for the Soldiers.
GUITARS for Guitar players, in fact oil musical
instruments in common u.-\ of the best material,
imported or manufactured, and ot reasonable prio
Also all things needeil to r< phn'c lost partof in
struments, Violin and Guitar str ugs and all Mu'.' a:
Merchandise. For sale bv.
J. U. HAYS F.S A m
Ti Court St., Boston.
(Opp. Court House

AMERICAN

AND FOREIGN

TIM K.

< >F

Commencing Monday,Aug. 17, 1874.
Tiro Through Tr-tin* l-> P. mu.. Duu>,

oiftee Box, 4.»bO

PATENTS

V

< >uii 11

market

prh

11

j/iv'ti'i1
>■<

mum-

11

found win

a

ii.

j

innigiu it
t th*

ill

dispos*

1i

Mas be

linker,
when

10, Is.

f t
I.

seen ul

<»r on board
she may b-

Passengers $1
«

Belfast, Sept.

ill.

port.

Faro for
|

»»

People wlm wi-ri

same will do well to gn .• ,i> a c
the stole ..t \\ ood>. M ;tl lews \
schooner at Narad* n
w harf,

00.

TIP >M AS pa. B(, K>
tflo

MILL PROPERTY FOR SALE.
f i* t
The subscriber offers for sale at a I
and
ir >:*uni Saw,
on reasonable terms of credit. 11
with Store,
t.rist and Plaining Mills, togetin >
levelling Houses, Land. \i -itua?* *1 mair Newbern.
North Carolina,
fin- mb:s arc in go* d running
der, the store has a good run *1 custom, ami the
whole oilers rare indue n nr
parties w i-hing to
*
ngage in the lainbei bmim-ss ..jFull particular' au be had by addressing
MP.IIU Ci
1*1- A N I
New bern, N •
lwl.s
■

R

H. EDDY

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Inventions, Trade Murks nr Designs.

>

>

merchandising

«

)
>

T

*n

Bankruptcy.

Belfast, the 28tli

No. 76 State St.,
ATER

an

opposite Kilby St., Boston

extensive

A years, continues

practice ol' upwards of

to secure

:>o

Patents in the United

States; al-o in Great Britain, France, and other forundersigned hereby gives notice of his ap- eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignpointment as assignee of William Q. Spinney, ments, ami all papers for Patents executed on reason
of Stockton, in the County of Waldo, and State of able terms, with despatch. Researches made to d
Maine, within said District, who has been adjudged termine the validity and utility of Patents of I m
a Bankrupt upon his own Petition, by tin* District
tions, and legal and other advice r« lidered in all
Court of said District, filed Sept 25th, 1874.
matters touching the same. Copies of tin- lainis <>t
3w 18
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
any patent furnished by remitting om- d.dlar.
signments recorded in Washington_Yo Agency in the Cnited States pass, sses sag, Ww
facilities for obtaining Patents or as.-rtiiiuing the
Freedom Notice.
patentability of inventions. to W
All necessity of a journey
ashington to pro
is to give notice that I have given to my
cure a Patent, and the usual great dela> there, are
minor son, Chaudler R. Merrill, Jr., his time
here saved inventors.
from and after this date, with full authority to act
TESTIMONIALS.
for himself in all matters. I shall claim none of his
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
wages, nor be responsible for any debts of his con
this
date.
after
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had oftrading
CHANDLER R. MERRILL.
CHARLES MASON,
ficial intercourse.
Nov.
Com’s’r of Patents.”
0,1874.-—3wl9*
Winterport,
no
hesitation
ill assuring inventors that
“I have
they cannot employ a man more'competent and trust,
worthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
NO BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.”
! “Mr.EDMl
R. li. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
received on terms as liberal andfavor- almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
orable to depositors as any Savings Bank in talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend
all inventors to
tha State, and dividend declared on same the first
apply to him to procure their paof May and November. Office hours from 9 to 12 A.
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed
M. and 1 to 4 P. M.
upon their cases, and at very
reasonable charges.
JAS. G. PENDLETON, President.
JOHN TAGGART.”
dnioslO.
CHAS. F. GORDON, Treasurer.
Boston, Jail. 1 1874.
lyr:.’7.

THE
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KTotice!

SEARSPORT SAVINGS

1 !

NEW

LIVERY STABLE!
«►

Henry Dunbar. Jr., Ini* bought
% tin* stable formerly occupied by I-red Kim

THIS

DEPOSITS

at Fair Rates 1

As

1, is;

cheaply,

Splendid Largo

BANKRUPT NOTICE.
In the District Court
JHstrict of Maine.

W.

A Lecture on the future, Treatnieni
i:r»anil Radical
of Seminal M akin-". -t
Spermatorrhoea, induced by Self-Abuse, Involuntary
Nervous'
1 >«*l>i!ity. ami ImEmissions, Impotcncy,
pediments to Marriage generally, ( oii-mmptinn,
and
Fits
and
Plivsica
Mental
Epilepsy,
Incapacity,
Ac.—By KOBEK 1 J. UUI.VEUWEEL M. l>.. author of the “Green Book.” &e.
The world-renewed author, in this admirable Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience that
the awful consequruces of Self-Abuse may be effectually removed without medicine, and without dan
gerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual, by which e\ -ry sufferer
no matter what his condition may be, may cure himself
privately and radically.
It* This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, readdress,
on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps
Address to Publishers,

Streets. Has all tin- latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in

r.

astiin

"H 1 !’ \ Kl» \j.nt
" M.W A>vo\
v^reut l'.i woks' ill*
B h’1 l»l-.K, A.treat l-de-bor*

Hellii-t, t.M

A LECTURE
£M3 TO
YOUNG MEN.

! Just Published, in

shafting

artificial teeth.

Il< *<»I K11

cus-

ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons pr* h
He has the country right for the use of

(

an

Freight Taken

handled all the various dyes, pronounce it thk bk-i'
single preparation for changing 'he color f the Lair
which tias ever been brought to their notice.
PRICE M> CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in every
ease, or the money refunded.
Prepared onl\ by c W
THOMPSON, Kocklaml, Me. S„hl t.y all ilealee.

Geo. F.

inches, and

as

perienee.i

tomers.

Manager’s office in Phenix Row,
White’s store.

-boiu

!•

Changes light

BpOf

with promptness and to turn out FIRST CLASS
WORK.
Mr. Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
wait upon

Kydcr’? <_'o\
■ten n\n<« Mini: im
I’.elfan, Sanforiln Wharf, lor Hr.iuksvilk* ut
clock 1'
t•• HicJiiny; at l»lt*sbon* am! Ca*-tiue

:""

r.. l;.-lt;,n.
..

gray hair t-> a jet
Mark, dark brown, or
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur or
Lead, or other deleterious ingredient.
It
i requires but a single
0 application to effect
Baits purpose .and v. i-d;Hing is required after
Kdyeing, as m the
otiier d\ es. It is not
■.two separate arth-ies

public

place, ready to

Brook

Brook. !e

For Hair and Whiskers.

IT.

until turtli'-r

run

<

disease-, and all

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

to Fill all Orders

new

i!i

"

rn

BEECHER'S

superior tools of every description, l.atlus, Planers,
&c., and is

be found at the

Arrangement!

any

extol

ITie

and r\ri.j.ii;\> i..

that since the fire he
has leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and Is supplying it with

Prepared

Castino and Brooksville

No person should be,without thes>* valua
T he press throughout the country, the

consulted

GROCERY STORE.

We Invite

wish

even can

Address the Rkakohv .\Ii.!>:>

BklfAST, Mr.

May still be found at the old stand of
I)r. Moore, corner of Church and

purchased of us
free of Charge.

(VHI M
MTIIt ID1 T4\T.
<-eneral Igeni, Portland
< lllll f ATTI HMOT
I-hii lleiratl

Bultinch st. opposite Revere llou.-e Boston, Jl.i-\
N. 1». T he author and consulting physicians can te

Spring

^

interesting

allusion

General Foundry &; Machinists

a

of Main and High streets
where they will keep every thing in the meat and
vegetable line that the season affords. Also groceries of all kinds.

f*lQUiiNE

I ARKS AS USUAL.

or

would say to the citizens of Belfast and vicinia first class

graph building,

PROVIDENCE

—

A. ANDREWS.
bring it with you.«®9’

and

T

ty that he intends to keep

DON'T FORQET THE REACE.

i

SAW1EB, Pro’p.

undersigned having purchased the stock and
trade of the above store formerly occupied by
THE
DR. G\ P. LOMBARD,
W. F. BEAN, and added to it
fresh stock of

Rememlier this Great Sale for 30 Days. MEAT

NOTICE

—

J.

—

and
no

or

tli.-se extraordinary and useful works.
fastidious may read tuem.

F. White’s,
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLE, President & Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
Belfast, Sept. 22,1873.
tf 12

A T-

as

DIAGONAL

• >n and after M<
>\|> \'i Aug. :. iv i. the Steamer
III °l' Bl< II Mi »N l> u iil cornier, with Steamboat
n
he Boston & Maine
K\|»n-.. Trains ..v»*r
and I.U'H rn 1Citiir<*;t«l. \>. '.i■
c
Portland at six
o’clock P. M.
Passengers by this route will arrive in Boston at
ten o’clock -amr
ening.
1 he
l |A OP in* IIMoND will leave Railroad
harf. Portland, at h'. -o same Iv-eiiing, or ou the
arrival of tin- abov* I Tain-, making all the usual
landings on the Bay and River excepting Lincoln
vill**, arriving at Bangor at rhe usual hour
Freight
taken at I 'trough RatRo*t ,,, f,v < jtv 0j Rjt.f,
inoi d and Portland St* amor-.
N * 1 rucking in Port
h. ml.

(

books.

clergy and tile

at

COATS & VES TS, latest style, only $i:j.50.
f!TA DO/. SHIR TS AND DRAWERS JUST RE
OU ceived. Selling at 30 cts. each.

T n I M M E D

ble

FOUNDRY CO.

e

I

which

to

in lull.

•-

are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turnin any amount and style.
Having just put on
some new and expensive tools for the purpose, w<

or

j

Laurnirf
Lowell
11* ill. livnu. u<m>r anil llitvvrliill
Mc«*iiml»oiit ami Ex|»r<>M Train mer
l»»tli ill*- Ito.ioii *\ ii.inif and |'a*|.
**ri« It
i«.

Mil

o

<

CASKETS

require

Richmond!

works in our language. All the A>,r ]>,< ,,,■
author, whose experience is -m b as pro!/
ably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given

ARRANGEMENT ! DENTISTRY!

<

City

of

other

BELFAST

Manager

T

LINE

cries of the

----

goods

either

can

important

most

We

Fine
charge.
blue Moscow beaver overcoats,
all wool, only $18.00 and 14 yards of cotton
Fine
Crockery, Stone, Earthen and Wooden Ware
flannel fi
cloth
of charge.
BROWN BEAVKR >VERC<>ATS, ONLY
Including Baskets of many kinds, all ol which
the lowest prices.
FIN'E
engages to sell
$16.00, $18.00 and $20.00 ach.
salsbury chinchilla overcoats Goods
delivered free to any Part of the City.
Bound with Silk Binding, only $17.00 each and
Fine
C. H. SARGENT.
U yds. of cotton cloth
flannel free of charge.
ALL WOOL CHINCHILLA REAFERS
above* stated sold out my business to C.
Having
ONLY $?.AO.
MEN’S
H. .Sargent I would invite my old customers and tbe
TUNE ALL WOOL WORSTED &
or

s>j:

duced,

RICHARD M. MOODY.
<*«*■»•* ral A great.
Druggist and Apothecary

The

1

■'orllaiu!. Boiton.

know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the

ing,

NO. 8, MAIN STREET.

Block.

HI

yards

CLARK'

-AND SEE THE—

non YDS OF BEST40 INCH SHEETA v/«l/\/Uto be given
i.way, also the remainder ol our shirting flannel
consisting of about 5«>0
yds. To any person purchasing $5.00 worth of goods
ol us at the following prices will receive 4
yds. of
40 inch cotton cloth or the same number of
yards of
flannel free of charge.

either

SEARSPORT, ME.

its customers and the

.rt

STEAMER

Institute,an
institution, establmhed with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. T here
is nothing whatever that tin- Married"!'
Single .•/'

OTHERS.

31110812

Pailroad Wh

Woman.

honored

supervisors and workmen of the establishment, will

ware

Oct.

Prepared By

at

m;

It should be borne in mind that the-e great AIedic.il
are published by the Prahody .Veiltral

testify

*•

Every

Works

••

EMEBV

inquire

CYRUS STURDIVANT.
'I;a h.
General Atent,

INfcUDlE

ablest and best printed and hound popular medical
science and literature, ou Mihj.-et-ot vital
importance
to all, for only $-1barely -nough top r. for mailing.

A. Hayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
Belfast M.
Israel Cox, Gen’l Ins. Agent.
Harrison Hayfoi d, Farmer,
1*. M. Moody. Horse Trainer,
S. J. Dean, Prop, of Livery Stable Rockland
Ebeu \V. Seavev, Hotel Keeper, No Searsport,
Robert G. Ames, Teamster,
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheriff,
J. M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Prop ol Liv. stable Stockton,

Help

Themselves.’’

BOSTON CLOTHING STORE NEW

of

70 Main Street, Belfast Me.

RUSH!

of G.-nth-men who
merits

name*

M AN V

■

A Book lor Everyhoiit,
Peabody Institute has also just pu! li-ln i a
new book treating
exclusively ol NKRYOl s \N 1)
MLN1AL DISEASES, more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engraving.-*
bound in substantial muslin, price £j.
Either ot the above book.- are sent
by mail to any
part of the world, closely st aled, postage paid, oil
receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one addre.-s at th# same time on
receipt of only ,? L Here
is offered over iglit hundred and
fifty pages of tin

SOKES ON ALE

AN D

at
instead of.'. A. M
I' or further particularPot land.

lTn-

OTHER ILLS OF

extraordinary

vn-

HERVEY’S.

-1 iN

GRAND

stock of

To those who hare to purchase I would say I have
them all grades, from the lowest price that
they cun
possibly be sold Tor. to the nicest WALNUT and

in:

COLORED EYE GLASSES

LOOK !

COFFINS! ^i:ay

&

CASKETS

our

A large and full assortment, with the FINEST
LENSES, adapted to all ages and conditions of the
eye.

Belfast,

No 1,

KINDS OF

a

Eye Glasses!

who contemplate purchasing stoves
will do well by calling ou me before going elsewhere. Having had large experience in tne
business am satisfied that I can give satisfaction.

GOODS !

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !

Also

and

People

-SUCH AS—
CHAMBER & PARLOR SVlTS.PARLOIi
TABLES MARBLE A WOOD TOP,
HA TTREES. WHATNOTS, WRITING DESKS. WORK TABLES
mid LOOKING GLASSES.
EX TENSION TA B L ES
A SIDE BOARDS.

ALL

Spectacles

and tin

making large additions to the stock which lie
will sell at the lowest living prices

to its
1

*r

I!- turning will leave
Machnisport e ry tf0n♦lay and Thnrtdav norning- at .» o clock
touching ns above, arriving in Portland -nine night!
usually connecting with Pullman train, and enilv
morning I nins |-.r p,o-ton.
I he I.- vvi-lou Will touch at Par
Harbor, Ml. he,
er!.
each trip from June ldth to
.sept. 1stfi in ad
union to her u-ual landing .,t
U Harbor, dur
n.g winch time the Lewiston u ill leave
Machiusport

en-

-•

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
WWitness the

Hook for

led, SEXUAL RI1 YSM >I.<

4i

Of all description promptly attended to.

70 MAIN STREET.
And i.«

Deposits

to

attempt to
enumerate goods or quote
prices, which will be given at

A. B. MATHEWS

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are
prepared to re.
eeive deposits, placing the same on interest ou the
first days of June, July, August
andSeptember, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed ou same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M., and ^ to 4 I*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 1*4, noon.
John H. Quimby, Treas.
ASA FAUXCE, Brest.
Belfast, June Sth 1874.
tf

ot

CHAS. DEERING,
hurt, ftuit of State St.. ev»*r>
Tuesday & Friday Fve'gs al iO o'clk.
on ai
i\al of J \piv-• I rain from Jlosuon, com
men
11 ai 1 matt \\

<■

atFiu. ■
ng
I 01 Lockland < astine, 1» r 1-ie,
Sedgwick,
'V«-t Harbor, Ml. he-ert. Millbridg
June.-noi
anil Maeliia-i'ort.

Y «)F WuMAN.
AND H LR DISEASES ; or, froman tr>at> d
>f Phg
siologicaVy and /hithcdoyicully,in health ami >11 i-from Jnfancy to O/d Ayr. too pages, hound in h.-au.
tit'ul French cloth. With the very best
pr» <ci p*i.mf°r prevailing disease--. Price $j.up.

HORSE-FLESH!

HAVE

—

CAPT.

\\ ill lt*;i\

>i>t how

.4

CUKES

Savings Bank.

edition

KTEi.lIER

LEWISjTON,

A Book for Every Man,
Jiubli-lietl by the Reabo.lv Me.lit i! Institute

r

s

a new

I-lit it

OINTMENT

AND

IVr Week.

Trips

T1IE

indiscretions or excesses of mature veur-.
is, indeed, a book for every man, younc ami
| middle-aged men in particular. :;ou j ages, bound in
: beautiful French cloth, illustrated,
price -»nlv si.

fstJWaii* SCRATCHES
ENTRANCE, 7U 1-2.

kept in order.
SANFORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR

Two

Horses

ARRANGEMENT.

It

ARABIAN

AND

Cholera Morl.u.
heust, and ex.-, h

the

or

compounded

LADIES'
Rooms per day, fifty cents to one dollar for each
person, or by the week on Reasonable Terms.
BURNHAM & BAKEMAN, Prop's.
.OS-Private Dining Rooms for Parties.
tf Id

SUMMER

Throat, Horseness,inflammation

F.nergy, Haggard ( ountenum e, c>.uln-ion -•( Mind
Memory, Impure State of tin Blood,
and all diseases arising from tin mi, ,|;s <>i \.
m,

TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
All of which lie offers very cheap lor
cash.
Please call ami examine before
purching elsewhere.
[S’"Physicians’ prescriptions carefully

m;\ « smkais-

DESERT & MACHIAS.

FOR IV!T.

and Loss of

CHEMICALS,
FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, &C.,

PLAN.

SATURDAY'

82 50
3 65
lreight must he accompanied by Bill of Lading
in duplicate. All
bills
must
be
Ireiglit
paid ou
deli very of goods.
OKI) (,. WF.I.LS, Agent.
Belfast, April at), ls?l.

lost, how regained and bow perpetuated,
cause and cure of
Kxiiai viii. Yatiiitv, 1m
I'oTKM \, Premature Decline in Man.
Spermatorrlma, or eminal l.o-.-e- {nocturnal and diurnal,!’
Nervous and Rhy-ical Debility. I
lyj.ochomlria,
(Roomy Forebodings, Mental D- pn-sion, Los- ot
ii<»•

Cor. Main and High Streets,
Who has also a large assortment ol

ESSEX HOUSE,
ON

-<

the celebrated medical work
titlcl SELF RRKM.RYATION Jt trouts
upon m

-----

The Liver must be

has become a staple family medicine. Purely vegetable ( nthart/. ami Tonic—for all derangement.* of
Li
ia Stomach and liowels.
Will dear the cumplexion, cure sick-headache. &c. Shun Imitation.

Jl

R. II. MOODY’S

great variety, all selling at very low prices at
C. HERVEY S.

Cupt. .J. I*. JOPNSON,
every MONDAY

IMiirniup,

<

PURE DRUGS
and

liOIX,

1 lei last for Boston

and
o’clock I*. JVI.
will leave Boston eviry MONDAY'
T1 KSDAY', THURSDAY & FRIDAY'", at 6 1-aP »l!

r~
r*

MANHOOD. WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

Patent Medicine

BUTTONS, LOCKETS, CHASMS,
in

ul s.’

Capt.

W1.DN1.SDAV, THURSDAY

Prominent among its many cures are PA p xs
SCALPS, FUL'S If CITS, Sl‘PA /XS, PpC/s/ s
FJIPSTFP LIMPS, mid PIAlUtlHEA.
Be sure to buy tin* (leuuine, with the name of H.
.1. Sti.vkns blown in the shoulder of the bottle,
cents per bottle, a.ft
tj ’Price
Apply to sTKYKNS & Co.. Bangor, MainSoM by Druggists and Apothecarie-.
ouul

THE PEACE TO 1U Y YORK

SLEEVE BUTTONS, COLLAR
j

Affection*
lo*s of Memory.

J. E. Robinson, City Drug Store,
282 Main St Rockland M„,

Batting.
NEW JEWELRY!
House-Keeping Goods.
Just received, rich patterns of
Cassimeres from Warren, PINS, EARRINGS, STUDS,

7>

STEAMER

No better medicine for Headache, Toothache
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rains iu the .side. Burk or
Stomach, than the (ienuine Balm of < lib-ad oil.
"fs there no Halm in (.'ilead? A.. Phi/sirian th.-r
Prove all things; hold fast that which is
good V

iHPATHETK’ for Liver

l"

MEN

per WreL

KA1AHU1N, CAMBRIDGE,
Will. R.

WE WARRANT EVERY BOTTLE.

Applicants should make sure that the Medicines,
only from the Agent, ,1. K. Robinson. Kor
information call on or write to

Is sure if they be sufferers from Y outhful Indiscre
tion or Excess. The cause and cure of all Nervous
Debility, Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Vitality and Power, and causes which untit for marriage, with the
symptoms which designate Self Abuse, with its attendant 'evils, are fully explained in our book of
Lectures; and every young or old man should have
a copy.
Sent free upon the receipt of 2
stamps for
mailing and a self-addressed envelope. Published
by authority of the MASS. MED. INSTITUTE, 153
Court, St., Boston.
3mosl7
N. B. This class of Diseases a specialty.

GENTLEMEN

Sheeting.

TO

Will leave

For Sore

lurther

Belfast, Aug, 31st, 1874—tfl)

3B
Z

of the Throat and Mouth, Colic,
Sores of most all kinds on man or
ling .til others for Scratches on

come

T7VMPLOYMENT as a Printer, Storekeeper, Book
Hi keeper, &c\, &c., either of above named, 1
have worked at for some time and feel myself qualified to undertake, with a determination to
give satisfaction. Soliciting the patronage of those in want
of such a person, 1 will say that good references can
be given. Address, care of .Journal Office,
ALEX. M. GRAISBARY.

In all varieties and at Bottom Pricks.

m

h

,!;'v

FEIALE CORRECTOR, .MOUTH LY
trouble*. exce**e*
or
deficiencies
thereof : suhduer of inflammation of
sexual organ*, change* of life alleviator ; adapted for young or old.
ntitnniMF t a»»«> n t srxtkiiI'.
APERIE1T, to l»e used with all the
mixture*
constantly, a household
medicine for infant* or adult*.

WITH

U

GOVT, Acute or Chronic.
RHEUMATIC COMPUAIXTN, 4cut«
or Chronic.
IEURAIGIA mill SCIATIC in Head
or Hip*.

IHSlINfTLV

name

8®II

I’ll EE DO? r, ME.

Trips

LOWELL,

iVc.Ac.
DISEASES, Scrofula. Eimples.
Running Sores and Eruptive Humor*
CATARRH, Nasal AlrTuliei, Mtomac h
or Chem Rain* with
Cough or Asthma

(wrimling Mills

SlEAMKlt

xr
—i

for the State

generally, Epilepsy

Custom

m

This is an extract from the
Balm of r.ilcari
other ingredient-.
Bud,
K:i.-h ou. like
the Balm ot Dilead is a medicine of itself
The formula of this Oil has been examined
hv some
ol the most eminent physicians, and
pronounced l.v
them to do all it is recommended.

SI

ilu' i’niiie! Four

FARE TO BOSTON,

having qualities
a

nn

All

OROPSY, Incipient Ntage#.

C. HERVEYS.

IVWWVW No Charges for obtaining

TEN PER CENT. NET.
The Iowa Loan and Trust Company, Des
Moines, Iowa.,

a

<
z:
tr

and principles innately
to distinguish all of them,
bottle; whereon is a number denoting
order ot succession to be
taken, and are for the relief ot

one

und
peculiar,
labeled on the

__lry

■

KSSUujSr
cTSKST;
10 Trcmont Street, Boston.

Agent

</)
m

LJ
1/2

Brgliminical Remedies iire represented in
twelve SPECIAI.TIKS,
THK
l'P.KPAltKl),

each

teeth tilled in the best manner
10.

THOMSON'S SEAMLESS ami JOUVIN’S

KID

Sole

>

>-

CITY DRUG STORE.
282 Main St.,
Rockland, Me

For

LOWELL.

cr

Moonplant

Introduced via San Francisco. California, thence to Maine, and now Sell-

Special attention paid to extracting
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured,

Due Hundred Dozen

Two Stwiiiifi's

COItfHTEX«I*?S

Selected from the best makers.
good article call at

AND

ABBAAGMTS POBfTmP-SMSON OF 1874.

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.
SEARSPORT, ME.

Vcivet, Felt and Straw Hats, entirely new
in fashion.
Feathers, Birds, Flowers
&■ Faces for Trimming, at Whole-

Pearl St., New York.

and full information sent on application. Samit.i
M l:i:i: 11.1., late Governor of Iowa, Pros’t; .1
B.
H Alt i*\\ i.i.i Sec’\, Des Moines, Iowa.

Iwl9

DENTIST !

Dealers.*

to INVENTORS

entrusted

M. t. M A 6 0 0 N

MILLINERY GOODS.

-FOR-

BOSTON

H. G. DETCHEON.
Marlboro, Stark County, Ohio.

at Law!

Belfast,
Office
Church

Sanford’s Independent Line.

YOU WISH TO TRAP MINK SUCCESSFULly I have the greatest acentageever yet tested, it
has been proved to entrap where all others have
failed. Sent by express only. Price $1.00

WALLACE,

PHYSICIAN <fc

In ail the latest Novelties, Designs, Fabrics and Shades. Also Colored Merinos,
Black Thibet, Black Cashmere, Brilliantines and Mohairs, and at prices
much lower than ever before offered.

gEo. T. COMINS, 154 North St., Boston and 393

If you want an entirely New Toy, and one that will
sell on its merits, send for a Catalogue of the <'hi eft es< E<). T. CUM I NS,
ter Poll's Cradle and ( hair.
154 North St., Boston, and 393 Pearl St., New York.

TRAPPERS LOOK HERE !

Footprints.

IF

1IARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me.

sale ami Retail.

TOY DEALERS,

Observe These

at Law!

Attorney

every cradle. For sale by all
Send tor Catalogue to

on

JOHNSON,

GEO. E.

Little Girl Should Have One

Every

——

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K.
Boyle.

PRESENT

DOLL’S CRADLE

E.

Attorney

GODEYLS LADY'S BOOK.

a

were

o

Opening!

1875^

FOR A

The

G.

opt

bull, ou Washington Street, near IVrklhtt
Brothers’ < 'nrriuire shoe. where he has
ery stable, stocked u ua

neu a U\

Horses, New Carriages,
Harnesses, &c.
Teams furnished for all occasions and at all time-,
(lood ami capable drivers tarnished when required,
First-Class

(live

me a

call and try

my

teams.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.
Belfast, July -Mil, 1*74.—til

PORTLAND

BANK

Business

College

STUDENTS
are

!

ADMITTED at any time when there
vacancies. All parties interested are invited

to examine into its merits.
For full information address.
A. OKAY, A.
3mos9

M., Principal.

